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ABSTRACT 

Recent technological dBvelopments in Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) rstio posltioning offer 

the potential to extend metric range measurement ~~n~rfLY beyond the standard radio horizon. At 

present, the principal ~le to achieving this 9)81 is our inability to reliably model, or 

otherwise account for, signal distortions produced by time and spa:e variations in tropospheric 

refractive index. Trans-horizon propagation at UHF wavelengths is strongly influenced by small 

scale irregularities and layering in the refractivity structure of the troposphere which give rise 

to troposcatter and mode propagation mechanisms. Theoretical and empirical investigations in 

micrometeorology and turbulence theory over the past twenty years provide a basis for the 

qualitative understanding of W8Y8 propagation in a non-homogeneous and time varying 

troposphere. In this thesis we draw upon these fields to describe the sourres and charl£teristics 

of tropospheric variability and its effect on the propagation of UHF radio weves and the ~~n~rfLY of 

UHF radio positioning. In particular, we apply this foundation to en assessment of tropospheric 

effects in Atlantic Cenadian waters, by correlating evailable surfs:e and upper air meteorological 

data obtained at several stations in Nova Scotia with UHF ranging data collected in cooperation with 

the Canadian Hydrographic Service. 

The meteorological data analysed indicate that surfs=e heating effects and weather 

disturbances may combine to produce day-to-dBy variations in surfSE refrective irdlx of the 

order of several parts in I as, and contribute to a strongly layered refractivity structure in the 

lower atmosphere. Up to 301 of the twice daily radiosonde ascents recorded during the summer 

months of 1982 were found to contain extreme refractivity layers within the first tropospheric 

kilometre. M a result, the ever• refractivity lapse over the first kilometre of the troposphere 

is in general poorly correlated with surfSE refractive index. In adiition, significant differences 

in surfs=e refractivity and the occurance and characteristics of atmospheric layering were 

encountered when comparing meteorological data recorded at coastal and offshore locations over 

distanres of a few hundred kilometres. Seasonal variations in monthly mean surfs:e refractivity 

of the order of 50 ppm were encounter-00. 
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The r'S9 measurement d8t8 8081ysed tndtcate that the stabtllty of the troposcatter 

propeglrtlon mech8nlsm used In extended range UHF rflllo postttonlng Is strongly Influenced by the 

degree of turbulent nlvlty and the extent of non-standard layering encountered In the lower 

atmosphere. RMS range measurement stabtllty over an 80 lcm troposcatter link was found to very 

from 50-100 ppm during stable atmospheric mndlttons, to 200-400 ppm or more during 

perloos of maximum turbulence and layering. The greatest perloos of tnstabtllty ll:allllpanled 

changes In prevailing weather condlttons and appear related to enhanced scattering from elevated 

refrnlvlty layers. 

In the absence of corrective measures, these Influences would appear to limit the accur!LY 

of UHF trans-horizon ranging to approximately 1 00-500 ppm depending upon prevailing 

atmospheric mndlttons. 61ven careful consideration of tropospheric Influences this limit could 

perhaps be reduced to 50-100 ppm. Possible alternsttves Include IEtatled observations of surfs::e 

and upper air meteorology wlthtn the survey area, or the use of dtfferent1al range monitoring 

coupled wtth spa diversity and recursive ftlterlng techniques. In either case, the effects of a 

non-homogeneous 8nd ttme varying troposphere w11111kely continue to be a11mlttng fldor In UHF 

system accur!LY. In this regen~, further sti.Kt)t Is required to establtsh appropriate corrective 

measures 8nd to quantity the degree of Improvement possible. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent technological lE'/elopments in Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) riJfio positioning offer 

the potential to extend metric range measurement accur~ beyond the standard riJfio horizon. At 

present, the principal obstacle to s:hieving this pi 1s our inability to reliably model, or 

otherwise account for, signal distortions produc8:i by time 800 spg variations In tropospheric 

refractive index. These can be summarized es contributing two principal C8te!J>ries of rfllge 

meesurement error: phase lag uncertainty, arising from apparently ranmm variations in the 

velooity and curvature of the propagating weve, and multipeth interference, arising from 

renection, refraction, and scattering within the tropospheric layer. 

Theoretical end empirical Investigations In micrometeorology and turbulence theory over 

the pest twenty years provide a natural foundation for the stOO{ of WfNe propagation in a non

homogeneous and time varying troposphere. In this thesis we draw upon these fields to describe 

the sources and characteristics of tropospheric inhomogeneity and their effects on the propagation 

of UHF riJfio wfNes and the accur~ of UHF riJfio positioning. In particular, we apply this 

foundation to an 8SseSSment of tropospheric effects in Atlantic canooian waters, by correlating 
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available surf~K:e and upper air meteorological d8t8 obtaiiBI at several stations In Nova scotia with 

UHf ranging dBta collected tn cooperation with the C8Milan Hytrographlc Service ( CHS). 

1. 1 ) Bcground and Motivation. 

for the most part, radio positioning Involves the Inference of range, range-difference, or 

range-rate Information from meEISUrements of the tr8r1Sit time of propagetlon of electrom8!)1'lettc 

waves. Consequently, 8SSUmptions concerning the velocity and path of the advancing wavefronts 

must be made in order to scale time intervals into geometric distances. Whereas present dBy time 

and frequency standards permit transit time determination w1th a precision exceeding 1 part In 

10 to, observed time delays may easily vary by several parts in 1 OS l1le to time and space changes 

In the electromagnetic properties of the earth's surface and atmosphere. for terrestrial radio 

positioning applications above 30 MHz, varl8bl11ty In the composition and distribution of 

tropospheric refractive lnmx becomes the preamlnant limiting factor. 

In recent years considerable attention in terrestrial radio positioning has been focused 

upon the Ultra-High frequency (UHf) band, fa111ng between 300 and 3000 MHz In the microwave 

spectrum. Within this band reduced atmospheric absorption and enhanced surf~K:e diffraction 

extend the useful ranoe of space wave propagation to approximately twice the standard radio 

horizon. Thereafter, a variety of tropospheric mechanisms combine to further extend system 

operating range: (a) localized pockets and patches of non-uniform refractive Index produce 

scattering, (b) abrupt horizontal layers of sharp refractivity dec! esse cause reflection, and (c) 

extended vertical gradients of refractive Index give rise to~ mode propagation. All of these 

mechanisms provide a means of extended range propagation at UHF wavelengths. ~tly, 

changes In the preoomlnant mode of propagation as a function of prevailing meteorological 

conditions result In significant time and sp~K:e variability In ranging characteristics. 
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1.2) Scope and Mettxmlow. 

In the following chapters we shall review the various sources of tropospheric refrdivity 

variation and examine the models presently employed to mscribe their effects, proceeding from 

the largest scale to the smallest scale of influence. 

In Chapter 2 the fundamental relationship between tropospheric refrdivity and 

atmospheric temperature, pressure, and humidity is reviewed. The concept of a standard 

atmosphere is introduced, and its use as a starting point for various refr~tivity models based 

upon the assumption of a quasi-static, horizontally homogeneous atmosphere is discussed. A 

comparison of models used to approximate the height ~ace of refrdive index is presented 

and formulae for rft( trs:ing in a spherically stratified atmosphere are developed. Finally, the 

concepts of effective earth redius and substandard and superstandard refrdion are defined in 

terms of the vertical gredient of refrdivity. 

In Chapter 3 we review the meteorolow of tropospheric layer formation and examine the 

mechanisms by which UHF redio Wf!M!JS mft( be trapped and propagate over long distances. The 

necessary conditions for the formation of ructing and reflection layers in the lower atmosphere 

are reviewed and a description of the fundamentals of mode propagation in layered media is 

presented. 

In Chapter 4 we review the theory of troposcatter propagation. The meteorolow of 

atmospheric turbulence is briefly examined and related to considerations of thermal stability in 

the lower troposphere. Various stochastic and spectral representations of the turbulent 

refrs:tivity field are introduced. These provide the basis for a review of the ~ and layer 

scattering theories. The use of sps:e diversity and time averaging techniques to improve short 

term ranging stability is discussed. 

In Chapter 5 we examine the structure of the refrs:tivity field in Atlantic Canedian waters 

and its effect on UHF range measurement ~:~:eurii:Y by correlating meteorological data obtained at 

several sites in Nova Scotia with ranging data collected on three trans-horizon baselines in 

cmperation with the Canajian Hydrographic Service. The various natural phenomena contributing 
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to time 8lld sp~~:e V8rtations tn tropospheric refract tv tty are summ8rtzed «K:CCO"dtng to spatial and 

temporal SC8le. A 1Eta1led assessment of the magnitude and characteristics of refractive tn!Ex 

variation In Atlantic CenOOtan waters is presented. Various appr~ to the mo!Entng of these 

effects are allltrasted based upon the time and space resolution of meteorolllJIC81 observations 

~Ired to !Escrtbe them. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the prtnctpal findings of thts study and thetr stgntflcance. Possible 

alternatives for the ND.Jction of tropospheric effects in UHF r~io positioning are ex8nltned and 

recommendations for further research are presented. Finally, Appendices I through IV contain 

tables and figures supporting In 1Eta11 the refrtw::tivtty analysts presented In Chapter 5. 



2. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE REFRACTION MODELS. 

In this section the properties of the standard atmosphere and reviewed and its use as the 

basis for various refrfK::tivity models is discussed. Formulse for rf!t/ trfK::tng in a sphericelly 

stratified atmosphere sre developed and the concepts of effective earth r6dius and substand6rd, 

st6nd6rd, and superstand6rd refrfK::tion Bre introduced. 

2.1) Definition of the RefrfK::tive Index. 

The index of refrfK::tion n of a medium relates the speed of prop61JBtion c of an 

electromagnetic WfNe in free spoce to its speed v within the medium. Free spoce conditions are 

OOfined as those which exist In a VfK::uum infinitely removed from matter (Corson and Lorrain, 

1970). UmEr such conditions the speed cis a constant with an established value of 299,792,458 

m/s (Hudson, 1984), and is related to the permeability J.lo and permittivity e0 of free SJMK:B by 

the equation (Rill, 1977) 

c = 11./ Jl 0e 0 (2.1) 

in which 

Jlo = 411' x 10-7 Henrys/metre. 

5 
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Eo = 8.854 x 10-12 Fare/metre. 

The propagation speed v within a material (non-vEDJum) medium will in general be less 

then the free spm:e speed c due to the impeding effect of the medium on the Wfltle. For ideal 

dielectric {non-conducting) media such as the troposphere the propagation speed v is given by 

(Reo, 1977) 

v = 11./ii€ (2.2) 

where Jl and E denote the permeability and permittivity of the medium respectively. The 

definitive relation for the refractive index can then be written as 

n = /JlrEr' {2.3) 

wherein J.lr and Er are respectively the relative permeability and relative permittivity (or 

dielectric constant) of the medium. The rehttive permettbility of dry air has a value of the order of 

I + 0.4 x 10-6 {Smith and Weintraub, 1953) and for most purposes can be considered equal to 

unity, resulting in the approximate expression 

nz/E; (2.4) 

The free space speed c provides a convenient point of reference for electromagnetic distance 

measurement. Following Wells ( 1974) we shall define the geometric distanceS as that distance 

which would be meesured in free spm:e by assuming the vEDJum speed c. Hence 

S = cAty (2.5) 

We shall similarly define the electromagnetic distence D as that distance which would be measured 

within a material medium by assuming the vacuum speed c. Hence 

D = cl\t,y, (2.6) 

In reducing electromagnetic distances to geometric distences it is necessary to occount for 

both the speed and curvature of the wfltle in the medium. In non-homogeneous and non-stationary 

media such as the atmosphere the refractive index will in general vary both with position end 

time. Under such conditions geometric distances are recoverable only if the refractive index 

variations over the propagation path and transmission time in question can be modelled. The 
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precision wtth which this can be 00ne will ultimately determine the occurocy of the distance 

measurement. 

To a first approximation the progress of an electromagnetic WfNe along a transmission path 

may be described in terms of the eikonal equation 1 

(QS)2 = (n(r))2 (2.7) 

wherein S denotes 811 incremental element of the electromagnetic path length referred to the point 

of transmission, Q is the grfliient operator, and the refrm:tive index n( r) is n sp8tinl function of 

the position r( s) along the path. The electromagnetic distance between two points is then given by 

(Born and Wolf, 1965) 

D( r I• r2) = S( r2) - S( r 1) = J n( r) ds ( 2.8) 
s 

and the WfNe speed correction by ( Saastamoinen, 1973) 

~D = J<n(r)-1) ds 
s 

(2.9) 

The geometry of the transmission path is !J)Verned by fermat's Principle which states that 

the path followed by a wave trrNelllng between two points in a material medium wm be that path 

which renders the transit time of propagation a minimum. from equations 6 and 8 we can express 

the transit time as 

~t = 1/c Ln( r )ds-+ minimum (2.10) 

in which case an Euler differential equation of the form (Born and Wolf, 1965) 

£(n( r >: J = Qn (2.11) 

provides the necessary and sufficient condition for the definite integral of equation 10 to be a 

minimum. 

1 The eilwnal equation is the fundamental equation of geometric optics. It has as its basis the 

assumption that the radio wavelength is of negligable extent relative to the scale of the physical 

variations of the pr,operties of the medium. A full development from Maxwells equations is 

provided in Born and Wolf ( 1965). 
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The relative permittivity Er of equation 4 provides a measure of the extent of polarization2 

induced in the troposphere by an 8pp11ed electromagnetic field. The mean polariZ8biltty of the 

troposphere is composed of two effects: electronic or moleculs polarization, tJrising from the 

displacement of the electron clouds of both polar and non-poltJr 91tS molecules rehttive to their 

respective nucleii, and dipolar polerization, arising from the distortion of the permanent dipole 

moments of pols gas molecules. For 8 non-polar gas the tot81 polariZ8bility per mole of gas 

molecules is described by the specific refrll:tivity <X and is related to the refrtEtive index through 

the lorentz-Lorenz formu18 (Corson 8fld Lorr8in, 1970) 

n2-t = Q. <X 

n2+2 M 
(2.12) 

tn which M denotes the molecular mess and p the density of the gas. EQU8tton 12 describes 

explictuy the dependence of the refrm:ttve index upon the density of the medium and remains 

ne8f'Jy constant In value over the range of frequencies encountered In the roolo spectrum. atven 

the equat ton of state for an idea 1 gas ( Menze 1 , 1960) 

p =MP 
RT 

(2.13) 

in which P denotes the pressure and T the absolute temperature of the gas end R is the universal 

gas constant, we cen relate the refr~Etive index to atmospheric pressure and temperature by the 

equation 

n2-1 = P <X (2.14) ----

Empirical evidence suggests that n may vary from 1.0002 to 1.0004 under usual 

conditions (Bean and Dutton, 1966) and for this range of values we cen invoke the following 

approximations with minimal loss of ~Eeurac.y 

n2-1 z 2( n-1) 

2 Polarization phenomena in material media are discussed at length in Corson and Lorrain ( 1970) 

and Rao ( 1977). 



which when substituted into equation 14 yield 

n-1 ::: ~ f. = K 1 f. 
2R T T 

wherein K1 is a constant. 

9 

(2.15) 

A sim11ar proca:lure may be employed to account for the polarization effects induced in the 

polar molecules. In this case the refrtK:t1ve Index obeys the Debye relation (Qlrson and Lorraln, 

1970) 

n2-J = _p_[o: + ..~!.] 
n2+2 M T 

(2.16) 

in which o: 8CCOUnts for the electronic polarizetion effect as before, 8fld ~ the fllijed influence of 

dipolar polarimion. Ag!!in, by suitcmle approximation we obtain 

n- 1 = K2~ [ o: + ~] (2.17) 

in which K2, o:, and ~ are assumlll constant. 

If, for a mixture of polar and non-polar gases we assume non-interaction and the validity 

of Dalton's law of partial pressures we may sum the constituent gases to obtain a single expression 

for the refractive index of the medium of the form 

n-1 =l: K·P· + l:K·P· [0:· +A.] 
1 ·~ J J-J J ~ 

T T T 
(2. 18) 

in which the first and second terms represent the contribution of the various non-polar and polar 

constituents respectively. 

For the tropospheric case the non-polar gases include nitro;Jen (781), oxygen (211), 

ari}Jil ( 0.931), carbon dioxide ( 0.031), and lesser amounts of neon, helium, lcrypton, hydro;Jen, 

and other gases (List, 1971 ). These are of more or less uniform concentration throughout the 

troposphere and are considered to;Jether under the term "dry gases". The only polar constituent of 

note is water vapour, termed the "wet" component, which may comprise some 3-41 of the 

tropospheric volume near the surf~ but is of highly variable concentration with respect to time 
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and position. The water vapour content is the most critical parameter to be observed in the 

determination of the r~Uo refrs:::tive Index due to the strong dipolar polarization effect at radio 

frequencies. By Wflt/ of comparison, the refr~~:t1ve Index changes by approximately 4. 4 ppm for 

tNery 1 mb ch8nge In water vapour concentration, by I. 4 ppm for f!Nery 1 OC change In 

temperature, and by 0.4 ppm for f!Nery 1 mb change in dry air pressure. 

The refr~~:ttve index is related to the refr~~:tivity N by the equation 

N = ( n-1) x 106 (2.19) 

By updating the constants of equation 18 we Obtain the fam111ar form relating the tropospheric 

radio refr~~:t1vlty to atmospheric pressure, temperature, and water vapour pressure, namely 

N • K1 ~ + K2 ~ + K:5 .!_ (2.20) 

T T T2 

Various empirical determinations of the above coefficients h8Ye been mllie over the yecrs, 

principally on the basis of C8Yity resonator measurements. The most prominent of these are 

contrasted in Table 1. Laurila ( 1968,1976) has compared the ~~:CUr8CY of the Essen-Froome 

( 1951 ), Essen ( 1953), end Smith-Weintr8ub ( 1953) determinations for typiC81 V8lue r8nge5 

end found equfv8lence within 0.5 N units. The determination by Thayer ( 1974) is based upoo 8 

synthesis of 8Yailable measurement mllie at both optical and radio frequencies and has 8 stated 

~~:CUr8CY of the order of 0.2 N units in moist 8ir. All four determinations yield results 

sufficiently ~~:eurate for radio positioning considerations. Consequently, we shall retain the 

Smith-Weintr8ub ( 1953) formu18 in keeping with convention81 radio-meteorologiC81 prll:tice. 

The Smith-Weintr8ub formu18 is USU81ly expressed in the form 

N = 7J-6 [p + 481 0 f] (2.21) 

wherein P=P d + e is the total atmospheric pressure. 
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Table 2.1 

coostonts In the Formula for the BOOla Refrtxttlve lrnEx of Air. 

Source Year K1 (K/mb) K2 (K/mb) K3 (K2/mb) 

Essen-Froome 1951 77.64 64.68 3.718 X lOS 

Essen 1953 77.62 64.68 3.718 X 10S 

Smith-Weintraub 1953 77.61 71.6 3.747 X 10S 

Thayer 1974 77.60 64.8 3.776 X lOS 

2.2) Definition of the Standard Atmosphere. 

The Smith-Weintraub formula allows for the determination of the tropospheric 

refrtxetivity at arry point where pressure, temperature, and water vapour pressure can be 

observed. It has a stated txtCUr~K¥ of about 0.5 N units (Thayer, 1974) and is valid for 

temperature ranges of -50 to +40 °C, atmospheric pressures of from 200 to 1100 mb, water 

vapour partial pressures of from 0 to 30 mb, and frequencies up to 30 OHz (Smith and 

Weintraub, 1953). For modelling purposes the formula is usually expressed as the sum of the 

"wet" and "dry" terms: 

Net= 77.6 PIT 

Nw = 77.6 ( 4810 e/T2) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Herein median conditions for the dry component of the refrtxetivity shall be defined by the 

u.s. Standard Atmosphere as described In Dubin, Slssenwlne, and Wexler ( 1962) and Mlnzner et 

al. ( 1976). The U.S. Standard Atmosphere is defined in terms of an idealized, laterally 

hOmogeneous and neutral atmosphere which is stationary with respect to the earth and devoid of 

moisture, and which conforms to the equation of state for an Ideal gas (Menzel, 1960) 

p =PM 
RT 

and the hydrostatic equation (Menze 1, 1960) 

(2.24) 



i£= -Po 
dh 
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(2.25) 

such thlrt the lrtmospheric pressure 8lld temperature at 8f1Y given altitude h m-e rellrted by the 

expression (Dubin et al., 1962) 

h 

PH • P0 BXP[ -:I ~Ill] (2.26) 

In the above p denotes density, M the molecular mass of dry 6ir, R the ide61 Q6S const61lt, g the 

lG:eleration due to grf~Vity, md h the altitude. 

The U.S. St8fld8rd Atmosphere approximates medim1 temperlrte (mid-latitude) clim6tic 

conditions and is b8Sed upon extensive long-term meteorological observlrtion. The 6dopted 

primery const6nts (or the tropospheric layer 6re summarized in Appendix I as excerpted from 

Dubin et al. ( 1962). As depicted in Figures I. 1 and 1.2 the tropospheric ICIYef'" is chm-Cicterized by 

6lineer temperlrture 6nd m exponenti61 pressure l6pse. 

2.3) Dry Component Models. 

The stmdard atmosphere serves as 8 fundmnental reference for 6 number of empirical 

models used in r6dio positioning to approximlrte the vertical gr6dient of the dry component of the 

refrCictivity. In eCich asse the integral of equlrtion 26 is treated numericelly by dividing the 

troposphere into a series of concentric spherical shells of varying thicknesses in which the 

gr8Vitational term cen be considered constant and the temperature profile is assigned a specific 

functional form. There are two princlp61 approoches to performing the integrlrtion by layers. In 

the first the temperature lapse is assumed to be lineer within eCich layer in keeping with Figure 

1.1. The integrlrtion is then eccomplished within eCich layer with only slight epproximlrtion being 

required. The second approoch treats the temperature as a constant within eCich layer in which 

case the integral vanishes and the profile is evalulrted as a series of discontinuous segments. 

The lin~r gradient approach is used whenever the layer thickness is too large to justify 

the assumption of constant temperature. It serves as the basis for the Hopfield ( 1969) quartic 
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refractivity mooal widely u500 to account for tropospheric refraction effects in satellite ranging 

applications (Saast811lolnen, 1973; Wells, 1971; Hopfield, 1976; Black and Eisner, 1983). The 

constent temperlrture approach h8s the di5Mvant8ge of reQUiring a greeter number of layers to 

~D:Urately approximate the true atmosphere. However, it ooes have the adVantage of simplicity 

end can be accurately emp Joyed for altitudes up to a few thouS81ld metres. Consequently, 1t serves 

as the baSis for the exponenUal (Bean and Thayer, 1959), parabOlic (Bremmer, 1919), end 

equivalent earth roolus ( SChel11ng et al., 1933) refractivity models which ere extensively u500 In 

terrestrial roolo wave propWJ6tlon mooalllng (Bean et al., 1966; sega1 and Barrington, 1976; 

Ha11, 1979; Meeks, 1982). 

If from Figure 1.1 we assume a constant temperature lapse defined by the expression 

0: = -(dT/dH) X JQ3 (2.27) 

then the normalized temperature variation wtthln each 18')'er may be expres500 as 

~Th=00 -o:h)/T0 (2.28) 

wherein h denotes the layer thickness in kilometres and o: is in units of OC per kilometre. 

Assuming a constant value for gravity wtthin each layer and substituting equation 28 Into equation 

26 and integrating yields (Dubin et al., 1962) 

PH= P0 (14~ O:h] gMJRO: (2.29) 

in which case the pressure is no longer 8n exponential function of height. Substituting equations 

29 end 28 into eqtUrtion 22 for the dry refractivity component end simplifying we arrive M the 

Hopfield ( 1969} model 

NH =No (14 ~ O:h rM/R 0:-1 

usually written in the form 

NH= No [~]Jl 

(2.30} 

(2.31) 

wherein .ll = (gM/Ro:)-1 is the order, and hd = 0 0 /o:) is the scale height at which T = 0 K. 
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Medl8fl values for the order and scale height have been determined by fttttng observed 

profiles obtained from radiosonde ascents to equation 31 using a least squares procedure. In 

general J.1 may vary from a value of 5.8 1rt a temperlrture lapse rtrte of 5°K/km to a value of 3. 9 lrt 

8 lapse rate of 70K/km. Consequently Hopfield ( 1969) found thlrt an Integer value of J.1=1 1 

oorrespond1ng to an average lapse rate of 6.8°K/km I provided the most re6S008ble. approximlrtion 

to observed data Simtlarly I the value of the scale height which provided the closest approxlmlrtlon 

to observed dlrt8 was found to be given by the expression ( Hopfleld 1 1971 1 1972) 

hd = 10.136 + 0.11872T0 (2.32) 

where hcs Is In kilometres 8nd T 0 Is the surfEW:e temperature In degrees celsius. 

An 81ternattve approach Is to assume a const8flt temperature for IB:h layer. In this case 

the Integral of equation 26 vanishes 8nd we h8Ve (Dubin et 81. I 1962) 

PH= P0 exp [ -~h] (2.33) 

which serves as the basis for the Bean and Thayer ( 1959) exponential refr~~:tlvlty mroel 

~ = N0 exp ( -h/Hcf) (2.31) 

In which Hct Is again an emplrlca11y determined scale height given In kilometres. Extensive 

t8bulattons of the varitrtion In the exponential scale height as a function of climate and season have 

been compiled In the radio refrll:tivity atlases of Bean et al. ( 1966) and Segal end Barrington 

( 1977). Values typically range from 9 to 11 km. 

A parabolic approximation to the dry refr~~:tivity profile can be derived from the 

exponential series expansion of equation 34 I written as 

~ = No ( I + Bh + Ch2 ) (2.35) 

wherein third order terms and higher have been neglected. The coefficients B=-1/Hd and 

C= 112Hi are again empirica11y determined by curve fitting least squares adjustment of observed 

profile data. Further truncation of the exponential series leads to the linear refroctivity model 

~ = N0 ( I + Bh) (2.36) 

wh\ch is inherent in the equivalent earth radius approoch introduced by Schelling et al. ( 1933). 
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The ebove four refrfdivity models are contrasted in Figure 1 for the standard pressure end 

temperature proftle data of Appendix I. It is evicEr\t that the quartic model of Hopfield is in 

essential agreement with the standard dry refractivity proftle within I N unit over the enUre 

tropospheric layer, that Is, up to the tropopause at an alutuoo of approximately II km. The 

exponential and parabolic models provide a slmt1ar degree of IJJ('eefTlent up to altitudes of 5 8nd 4 

km respectively, and the linear refractivity model only provides acceptable IJJ('eefTlent within the 

first kt1ometre of the atmosphere. 

2.4) Wet Component Models. 

The equation of state for an Ideal gas implies that its volume C8f'l be made infinitesimally 

small by varying either temperature or pressure, Bnd negiEds the presence of inter-moleculer 

atomic forces. Neither of these assumptions holds particularly well for moist air. The equation of 

state for moist air is more properly written in the form of the van der W88ls e:Juation (Menzel, 

1960) 

P + g = mRT 
v2 M(v-b) 

(2.37) 

wherein the inverse :squ&red term 8fv2 8CCOunts for the forces of intermolecuhr 8ttr8Ction, the 

term ( v-b) 8CCOUnts for the finite volume of the W8ter V8p0Ur molecules, 8f1d 8 8nd b 8re 

empiriC811y determined const8flts. In 8CCOUnting for the presence of water vopour frequent use is 

m8de of the virtual temperature (Menzel, 1960): 

Tv= T = T (2 .38) 
( 1-Mw/Md) e/P ( l-0.379e/P) 

such th8t the equ8tion of sttJte for moist air mey be written in the epproximate form ( FlMJie 8f1d 

8USSii14Jlf', 1980) 

P=pR[ T l 
M ( 1-0.379e/P) 

(2.39) 

which is similar in form to van der W881s equation. As used here the virtual temperature is the 

temperature of dry air having the same pressure end cEr\sity as moist air. The negleet of the 
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virtual temperature term inherent in the assumption of hal gas behaviour gives rise to an error 

In atmospheric pressure of from 0.2-l.SZ over the temperature range 0-400C at I OOZ relative 

humidity. 

The saturated water vapour pressure as is defined as the partial pressure of water vapour 

in equilibrium with liquid water. eiven the absolute temperature T, the saturated vapour 

pressure may be computed from the empirical eotf-eratch formula (Wells, 1974) 

(2.40) 

wherein T5 Is the steam point temperature ( 373.161C), e5 tm Is the saturated vapour pressure at 

T5 ( 1013.246 mb), and 

A(T) = A1(T) + A:l(T) + A3(T) 

wherein 

A1Cn = 18.19728 0 5 /T-1 > 

A:2(T) = 0.0187265( 1- e(-6.03945(Ts/T-1))) 

A3( T) = 3.1813 X 10-7( e (26.1205( 1-T/Ts)) -1) 

(2.41) 

Alternatively, tabulated values of e5 based upon the ~ff-eratch formulation may be found In the 

Smithsonian Meteorological Tables (list, 1970) or similar compilations. 

The strict~ of e5 on temperature Is depleted In Figure 2. over the temperature 

ranae depleted as Increases by nearly three ormrs of magnitude. Qmequently the contribution of 

water vapour to the refractivity is largely negligible below -20 °C but contributes some 30Z of 

the total at temperatures approaching 30 OC. 

Water vapour pressure is commonly determined indirectly by means of psychrometric 

(wet bulb temperature) or hygrometric (relative humidity) observations. For psychrometric 

observations e may be determined from the empirical formula (list, 1970) 

e = ~w- 4.5 X 10--4 ( 1 + 1.68 X 1 o-3rw>CT-T w>P (2.42) 

wherein 8sw denotes the saturated water vapour pressure at the wet bulb temperature T w· For 

hygrometric observations e may be determined from (List, 1970) 

e = (U~)/100 (2.43) 
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wherein fs is evaluatEJJ at the dry bulb temperature T and U fs the relative humidity in percent. 

Although the assumption of imal gas behaviour is less valid for moist air and the water 

vapour content of the atmosphere is highly variable, experimental evidence StJg,JBSts that a similar 

treatment of the wet refrs:tivity lapse can be an ID!quate approximation. Consequently quartic, 

exponential, and linear models of the wet refrs:tivity profile have been widely ~tEJJ (Bean and 

Dutton, 1966; Hopfield, 1971, 1972; Segal and Barrington, 1977; Hall, 1979). In terms of the 

quartic model Hopfield ( 1971) has shown that wet term scale heights of the order of 9-11 Km can 

provide a reasonably close approximation to obserwi data. The ra:fio refrs:tivity atlases of Bean 

et al. ( 1966) and Segal and Barrington ( 1977) include extensive statistics on the distribution of 

the exponential wet-term scale height as a function of climate and season. Their results similarly 

indicate that an exponential model with scale heights of the order of 1.5-2.5 Km can provide a 

reasonable approximation to obserwi profile data. However the wet refrs:tivity term is 

generally an order of magnitude less predictable than its my air counterpart and remains a 

si~ificant sourm of model uncertainty, especially at the low elevation angles common in 

terrestrial radio navigation. 

Figure 3 depicts the variation of the wet and my components of the refrs:tivity as a 

function of height within the troposphere assuming a well mixed standard atmosphere with a 

constant, height invariant relative humidity. This is equivalent to llilpting an exponential lapse 

rate for the partial pressure of water vapour. The contribution of the wet term may vary from 

some I 0-301 of the total refrs:tivity at the surface but is generally less than II of the total at 

the height of the tropopause. 

2.5) Equivalent Earth Radius ApprOfldl to Tropospheric Refr8Ction. 

In treating tropospheric refrs:tion, horizontal refrs:tivity gradients are often neglected, 

being in general an order of magnitude less severe than those in the vertical direction. As a 

consequence ray curvature may be evaluated in terms of of a spherically stratified but 

horizontally homo;JeneQUs atmosphere. The following development follows that of Kerr ( 1951) 
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and Bean and Dutton ( 1966). The geometry of the curvature problem is ~icted in Figure 4. 

Assuming 8 spherical axrdinate system S(4>).,r) end given 8 position vector p(s) of a typical 

point on the rr!l{ referred to the point of tr8flsmisslon, the Euler differenUal form for the rr!l{ path 

can be written 

g.Jn< p) ®.] = dn 
dsl ds ds 

wherein dp/ds defines the unit vector tangent to the rr!l{ path at the point in question. 

(2.44) 

Let the vector r define the position of a point on the rr!l{ relative to the origin. Recognizing 

that r and dn/dh are both in the r8iial direction and hence parallel the vector product of r by 

equation 44 yields 

~rxn:]=o (2.45) 

which C8n be written 

~ (rnsin~) = 0 (2.46) 

wherein ~ is the angle between the r8iial (zenith) direction and the direction of propagation. 

Thus nrsin~ is a constant for any given rfl{. This is the generalization of Snell's law to the case of 

a spherically stratified atmosphere, more commonly written (Reed and Russell, 1953) 

r1t1 (R+h)sln~ = n0 Rsln ~0 (2.47) 

wherein R denotes the average earth r8iius ( 6371 km) and h the a1titum. 

It follows then that for spherically stratified media rr!l{ curvature is restricted to planes 

containing the geocentre and point of transmission. Equation 44 can be re-written in the redial 

plane as 

~n(r) :] =: (2.48) 

Reca]lizing from the goometry of Figure 4 that dp=dp't, and dr/dp=cos'IJ, where p is the radius 

of curvature of the rey, we obtain the rate of bending due to refr~tion 

d't = 1 dn COS'I/ 
ds ndr 

(2.49) 
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wherein 'II is the elevation angle relative to 8 surface of constmt refr8Ctive index. 

The tot8181'lg1.11ar refr8Ction of the rfft{ is €Ef1ned by the bending angle 

~--j:ds (2.50) 

again, from geometry we have ds/dr= 1 /sin'l!, yielding finally 

~ = -jan.!l! dn 
(2.51) 

in which the negative sign is chosen so as to denote positive bending for a path th8t is mrlC8Ve 

downw8rd. Obviously there is no bending in the zenith direction '1!=900· 

Equation 51 for the rf!lf bending is well known (Kerr, 1951 ; Been end Dutton, 1966; 

livingston, 1970; Hopfield, 1976) but difficult to evaluate due to the height depentEnce of the 

refrfl:tivity. Various approximate solutions have been put forward based upon numerical 

integration techniques in which the atmosphere is represented by a series of spherical strata 

having some prescribed functional form of n( r ). These include the rf!lf tr~~:ing formula of 

Schulkin ( 1952), Bean endC8hoon ( 1957), Thayer ( 1967), S88stemoinen ( 1973), end Hopfield 

( 1976). SUch approximations ere generally quite reasot'l8ble when applied to high elevation 

angles but ba:ome increasingly inOOequate at lower engles where the effects of horizontal 

refr~~:tivity grfliients end wet component refrfK:tivity variations become more critical. 

The classical method of 8CCOUnting for the curvature of the rf!lf path in terrestrial 

applications is to assume a linear refr~~:tivity grfliient over the first few kilometres of the 

atmosphere. Assuming horizontally projected rB')'S such thet cos 'I!= I , end rero;p1izing that n::: 1 , 

the curvature of the rfliio weve can be approximated by 

p-1 = d't::: -dn 
ds dh 

(2.52) 

Equation 52 states that rays trevelling in a nearly horizontal direction will h8ve a 

curvature approximately equal to the vertical grfliient of the refrfK:tive index. Consequently the 

refrfK:tivity grfliient in the first I 00 m and first kilometre of the atmosphere heve become 
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parameters of considerable interest in terrestrial radio WfJVe proparJ~tion. Again, the refrtdivity 

atteses of Beon et al. ( 1966) and Segal and Barrington ( 1976) contain extensive statistics on the 

climatic and seasonal variations of the refroctive index gradient. 

The curvature of the rflo/ re18tive to thst of the earth mflo/ be expressed as 

IIR- lip= 11kaR = 11Ra (2.53) 

wherein Ra is known as the effective earth radius and lea as the effective earth radius factor. From 

equation 53 we have (Kerr, 1951 ) 

lea =....{L_= _1_ 
p-R I +k' 

in which the coefficient of refraction k' is given by (Rueger, 1980) 

lc' =Rip= -(dnldh)R 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

The concept of the effective earth radius was first advcmced by Schelling et al. ( 1933) and 

remains widely applied for the planning and evaluation of terrestrial radio links at low altitudes 

and for distances out to a few hundred kilometres (Bean et al., 1966; Seglll and Barrington, 1977; 

Clark et al., 1978; Hall, 1979; Rueger, 1980). It provides a convenient geometric 

transform8tion whereby the curved propagation of r8Y5 in the actual8tmosphere is transformed to 

rectilinear rfft( propagation over 8 fictitious earth of effective radius Ra. 

Under standl!rd 8tmospheric conditions the refrectivity gradient within the first few 

lei lometras has 8 value of approximately -40 Nlkm, in which case we can set k':: I I 4, ka::413, 

and p~4R. Consequently it has become customary practice in de81ing with radio WrNe propagation 

at low altitudes to define standard refraction in terms of a ·413 Earth Radius· atmospheric model 

in which the rmiius of curvature of prop8glrting revs is approximately four times that of the earth. 

For distances of up to 200 Km the rfft( path mfft( be considered approximately circular such 

that the geometric distanceS and electromagnetic dist80Ce Dare related by 

S = 2p sin(-r/2) = 2p sin(D/2p) (2.56) 

expanding sin(D12p) and substituting R=pk' yields the curvature correction (Rueger, 1980) 

~De= -1('2 ~ (2.57) 

24R2 

Correction
In equation 2.54, there is a sign error. Expression after the second equals sign should be 1/(1-k').
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For homogeneous media the speed correction as given by equation 9 reduces to 

8Dy = (n-1) S (2.58) 

fn which C8S8 the reduction of electromagnetic distances to geometrtc distances ts s:comp1tshed by 

S = D - ( n- 1 )D - k' ....12!_ (2.59) 
n 24JR2 

wherein the second term BCCOUnts for the curv8ture and is genentlly less than 1 ppm for 

refractivity grmjients more positive thml -150 N/lcm, and can hence be neglected for most 

prt~::tical rmjio naviglrtion purposes. 

The curvBture of the rf!ll path also determines the extent of direct WBve propagrrtion and 

hence the limits of the interference, diffraction, 8lld trope&:atter propagation zones. Bowditch 

( 1981) defines the rmjio horizon Jine es the locus of points 8t which horizontally projected reys 

from 8 tr8f1Sfllitter become t81lgeflt to the surfs::e, taking into ~~DXJnt the effects of rf!ll curv8ture 

due to refrt~::tion. The distance to the radio horizon Dr is in general a function of transmitter 

height hr and rf!ll curvlrture. Reed and Russell ( 1953) offer the formula 

(2.60) 

which BSSUmes 8 smooth spherical ecrth. The geometric horizon is then simply the rmjio horizon 

tn the absence of refraction, that is, for an effective earth radius factor k8= 1. The radio horizon 

distance Dg and geometric horizon distance Dr are then related by 

(2.61) 

By convention sub-standlrd refraction is SBid to occur when 

dn/dh > -0.011 x 1 o-6 m-1 ( 2.62) 

in which C8S8 propagrrting rf!IIS sre bent !Dwnword less than the stand6rd Bmount. Simil8rly 

super-stllldard refraction occurs when 

dn/dh < -0.011 x 1 o-6 m-1 (2.63) 

such thlrt the rays follow the eerth more closely than under standord conditions. Ducting is SBid to 

occur when 

dn/dh < -0.157 x I 0-6 m-1 (2.61) 
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in which case the rfJ{ curvature meets or exceeds that of the earth. Unrer ducting conditions the 

effective earth ra1lus foctor and the ra1io horizon distance both tend to infinity. figure 5 (Hall, 

1983) depicts the sub-standard, super-standard, and ducting refraction zones as a function of k8 

6lld lil/dh. 



3. TROPOSPHERIC DUCTIN8 AND LAYER REFLECTION. 

Layering in the lower 8tmosphere h8s long been rEmJ1ized as an important parameter in 

trans-hOrizon prop8g8tion atfrequenctes above 30 MHz (Saxton, 1951; 8u1Hngton, 1957). Two 

mechanisms have been st.JgJested as being principally responsible for the guiding of short radio 

waves by etmospherlc layers. The first, termed ·ducttng·, attributes trapping to the strong 

refractive bending which takes plea within layers exhibiting extreme refractivity gradients over 

a vertical extent which Is large reletlve to the radio wavelength. The second, termed ·layer 

reflect ton·, attributes trapping to the partial reflection of radio energy from abrupt changes In 

the refractive ir!OOx over layers of sma11 vertical extent but large horizontal dimension. Both are 

generally treated together as forms of gullEd wave propag8tion. 

Empirical evidence suwests thet both mechanisms tend to co-exist, and are present more 

or less continuously to varying degrees In a stratified atmosphere characterized by a wide and 

ctynamlca11y changing range of layer sizes and structures (Birnbaum and Bussey, 1955; Saxton et 

al., 1964; Lane, 1965; Lane, 1968; Hall and Comer, 1970). ~ntly, propagation in layered 

media has been an area of active Investigation (Butklen, 1961; Walt, 1962; Bretchovsklkh, 1980). 

However, marked stratification of the type which leads to greatly enhanced field strengths well 

28 
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beyond the standard r~io horizon is commonly viewed as an abnormal condition not sufftciently 

rel\able for long range communication. Rather, trtmosphertc layering Is usually accompanied by 

800malous propagation velocity and multiptrth phase delay effects of a type which can give rise to 

serious range measurement error (Thompson, 1975; cartwright and Tattersall, 1977). As such 

the detection of such conditions can be of great Importance In precise r~lo rt8VIgetion. In this 

section we review the meteorology of tropospheric layer formation and examine the mechanisms 

by which UHF r~io waves may be trapped 800 propagated over long distances. 

3.1) Layer Formation Processes in the Troposphere. 

The physical phenomena which give rise to the formation of tropospheric trapping layers 

are discussed at length from a r~io meteorological viewpoint tn a number of texts including Kerr 

(1951), Bean and Dutton (1966), Livingston (1970), and Hall (1979). In general, layer 

formation Is characterized by a combination of temperature Inversion and I net eased humidity 

lapse in the lower atmosphere. Under more standard conditions In a well mixed atmosphere 

turbulence acts to inhibit the layering process such that temperature and humidity deCI ease in a 

uniform manner w1th altitude as discussed in the previous section. However, where stable 800 

quiet atmospheric conditions persist for extended periOOs extensive stratification involving 

several layers can be built up and maintained. In this regard the effect of temperature Inversions 

is ooubly important in that (e) they can be widespreEKI in area and persist for long periods, 8l1d 

(b) they act to suppress turbulence such that zones of abnormal humidity can develop. The 

resulting layers typically show great variability in height, thickness, and horizontal extent and 

consequently may 8::t to innuence propagation In various ways. 

Within the first hundred metres of the atmosphere the layer formation process is generally 

linked to surfoce heating effects. In the absence of turbulent mixing the solar r~iation cycle 

frequently gives rise to alternating horizontal bands of high and low humidity accompanied by 

temperature inversion immediately above the surfoce. In particular, strong evaporation ducts 

may be formed by the concentration of water vapour near the surfoce during periods of prolonged 
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solar heating. The trapping properties of evaporation ducts ere well known end have been reported 

by various euthors (Jeske end Brocks, 1966; Joseph 8fld Smith, 1972; Richter end Httney,1980). 

Refrectivity !Eficits of 30-50 N units over layer thiclcnesses of several tens of metres ere not 

uncommon In temperete 8l1d tropicel marine cllmetes. Conversely, nocturnal surfs:e cooJtng cen 

IEBl to tempereture Inversion conditions conducive to trepplng. Exemple of surfs:e Inversion 

ducts are cited in Kerr ( 1951), Birnbaum end Bussey ( 1955), Hall end Comer ( 1969), and 

C8rtwright and T8ttersa11 ( 1977). Refrectivity changes of a 30-50 N units over verticel extents 

of several tens of metres again seem typicel. Finally, advection, the lateral motion of one air mass 

over another due to the differential heating of two dissimilar surfeces cen give rise to the 

formetion of strong horizontal boundary layers, and has long been rElCOJfllzed es a principal cause 

of duct formation In C08Stal regions (Kerr, 1951 ). Advection layering may be strengthened by 

wind shear, the variation with height of the horizontal romponent of wind velocity. Very 8brupt 

refrectlvlty t2flclts of 1 0 - 50 N units over layer thlclcnesses of under ten metres h8ve been 

reportedbySaxtonetel. ( 1961), andlene( 1965, 1968). 

At higher elevations the effects of subsidence must be consiOOred in Ulition to advection and 

wind shear. Subsidence is the slow settlement 8fld spre811ng of cool, dry air from greet elevations 

end is often 8SSOCiated with st8ble high pressure entlcyclonic condiUons. SubsltEnc8 layering 

typicelly takes pls:e at elevations of from 500 m to 2000 m and is charecterized by marked 

temperature inversion and humidity lapse. Empirical evlt2nce provided by vertical Incidence 

r8dar and airborne refrectometry suggests that subsidence layers are among the most abrupt, 

sometimes reeching 20 - 30 N units over verticel ranges of only e few metres, end may extend in 

the horizontal for several tens of kilometres or more. Examples are cited in Saxton et al. ( 1961), 

Lane ( 1965), and Hall and Comer ( 1970). 

figures 1 and 2 depict two examples of extreme refractive index changes in surfs:e and 

elevated layer structures. figure 1 depicts the refrectivity proflle over the first 70 m of the 

troposphere es determined from phsychrometrlc observations taken on a 100m tower Installation 

at Suffolk, England in July, 1975 end reported in Cartwright and Tattersall ( 1977). The 
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observed behaviour Is attributed to a strong temperature Inversion layer formed by nocturnal 

surf~~:e cooling. A variation of some 20 N units over a layer height of Just under 10 m Is evident. 

Figure 2 depicts the refrfl:tlvity profile associated with the presence or a strong subsidence layer 

at a height or 1.2 Km as retermlned from airborne refr,;tometer ascents at Hampshire, England In 

August, 1961 and reported by Lane ( 1965). In this case an abrupt change In refr,;ttvlty of 20-

30 N units was encountered in a vertical extent or under 5 metres. 

Extensive statistics on the frequency or occurrence, altitude, and thickness of both surfu 

and elevated ducting layers over most of the globe are provided in Bean et al. ( 1966). A more 

detailed treatment or similar Information for Canada Is given In Segal and Barrington ( 1977). 

Collectively these works Indicate that surfu based layers or 50-70 m in height are not 

uncommon In polar and temperate regions at certain Urnes or the year, and are a frequent 

occurrence in tropical waters all year round. Elevated layers of 100-300 m thickness at heights 

of 1-3 Km are also a common occurrence. 

3.2) Tropospheric Ducting. 

In discussing propagation in the presence of atmospheric ducts it Is often useful to 

introduce the concept of a mail fled retr,;tive Index m, related to the refr!J:tive index n by the 

equation (Bremmer, 1949) 

m(h) = h +R n(h)::: n(h) + h 
R R 

The modified refr,;tivity M, can then be defined as 

M = ( m-1) x 106 = N + 0.157h 

( 3. t) 

(3.2) 

wherein N is the refractivity, h is the height, and R=6371 !em is the U!pted average earth radius. 

The modified index is simply an extension to the effective earth radius concept as put 

forward by Schelling et al. ( 1933) and described in the previous section. It provides a convenient 

transformation whereby a spherically stratified atmosphere may be rept!J:ed to a first 

approximation by a plane stratified system. Differentiating equation 2 with respect to height 

yields 
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dM = dN + 0.157 m-1 (3.3) 
dh dh 

Clearly dM/dh will be negetive, and the rff( curvature will exceed the curvature of the 

earth, for refractivity grttdients less them -157 N/Km. The existence of 8 trapping layer 

therefore requires 8 region in which dM/dh < 0. Three basic layer caterp-ies can be distinguished. 

Idealized ~ictions of the refractivity and mooified refractivity profiles for eech of these are 

presented in Figure 3. If the mooified refractivity grttdient is negetive at the surfa then the 

8550Ciated layer is termed a surfa-based duct (Figure 3b). If the grttdient is positive at the 

surfa but at some altitude the value of the mooified refractivity is less than the surfa value 

then the layer is termed 8rl elevated surf a-based duct (Figure 3c). Finally, if the profile 

contains a segment of negetive gradient but the minimum value of the mooified refractivity occurs 

at the surf~~:e then the layer is termed 8rl elevated duct (Figure 3d). In all C85es the point at 

which the gradient becomes positive locates the height at which a horizontal rff( will rem8in 

concentric to the earth and fixes the upper boundary of the duct. 

Radio wave propagation in the presence of a tropospheric duct is in many WflYS anal~ to 

that in 8 W8VeQUide1 8nd may be similerly treated by extending the mode theory of W8VeQUide 

prop8glrtion. The guiding of radio waves in layered media by the mode theory approach has been the 

subject of recurring investig8tion since the 1910's, and extensive treatments of both the WfJVe 8rld 

ray theory aspects are given in Booker and Walkinshaw ( 1916), Bremmer ( 1919), Kerr 

( 1951), Bu~n ( 1961), Wait ( 1962), and Brekhovskikh ( 1980). According to the mode 

theory the field radiated from a transmitter can be viewed as the sum of a number of elementery 

waves or mOOes formed by the superposition of uniform plane waves reflected from the walls of 

the guide at oblique ongles of incidence. Each mode is composed of two component crossing waves 

the superposition of which gives rise to a standing WfJVe distribution tr8nsverse to the f!Xis of the 

guide. The mode denotes the number of standing wavelengths existing between the walls of the 

guide. The necessary condition for a self consistent or resonant mode is that the total change of 

1 For a discussion of waveguide systems see Jordan and Balmain ( 1966), Corson and Lorrain 
( 1970), or RaJ ( 1977). 
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phase transverse to the guide due to the 00\Jble ~of the w~e ~~:ross the guide and ba, plus 

the phase chenges incurred upon reflection at the guide boundaries, must be an integer number of 

211' redtams. Thi:s require:s that (Wait, 1962) 

Rt(~)R2(~) e(-2jkhcos~) = e(-2jl' q) (3.4) 

wherein~ denotes the angle of incidence, h is the height of the guide, q is the order of the mode, 

and k=W/V is the phase constant. Equetion 4 is termed the fundemental equetion of mode theory. 

The presence of the exponential term on the left-hand side 11:e0unts for the oouble ~of the 

w~e EUOSS the guide, end the f~~:tors R 1 ( ~) and R2( ~) are reflection coefficients2 of the form 

(Kerr, 1950) 

R(~) = R e(-j Str> (3.5) 

wherein the modulus R is the ratio of the amplitudes of the reflected to the incident w~. end 

S4>r is the phase shift incurred upon reflection. 

etJided w~ exhibit properties markedly different from those propagating in homo;Jernws 

media. By Wflo/ of tllustretion let us consider the case of a uniform plane w~e propagating between 

two perfectly reflecting (conducting) pletes !~:Cording to the cartesian coordinete geometry of 

figure 4A. for such cases tt can be shown that the incident w~ is totally reflected such that R= 1 

and S4>r• -11', in which case the resonance condition 4 reduces to 

kh cos~ = 11'q (3.6) 

or 

cos~= qA/2h (3.7) 

wherein we have made use of the reletion k=211' /A. Thus the angle of incidence at resonance 

varies inversely with the w~elength and the order of the mode, and directly with the width of the 

guide. for qA«2h, ~=900 and the w~es are incident 8t glancing angles. As the w~length or the 

order of the mode increase the waves begin to bounce more obliquely until at the cut-off 

wavelength 

2 Reflection coefficients are treated in detail in a number of texts on electromagnetic waves 
including Stratton ( 1941), Kerr ( 1951), Corson and Lorrain ( 1970), and Rao ( 1977). 
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Ac = 2h/Q (3.8) 

the weves simply bounce back end forth transverse to the guide axis and no energy is propegated 

dlwn the guide. Hence a resonant mode will propagate only when the wevelength is less than the 

cut-off wevelength for that particular mode. This requires that the guide be at least Q number of 

one-half wevelengths in width, where m is the order of the mode. 

It may also be shown that guided weve propegation is in general dispersive and that phase 

end group veloc:ities may be defined that are a function of the wevelength and order of the mode. 

Combining equations 7 and 8 we h8Ye 

cos~= AlAe (3.9) 

Referring to figure 4A we can define the phase veloc:ity v p>V for a mode of order Q as (Jordan and 

Balmain, 1966) 

Vp = W/(k sin~)= vt./1-('AI'Ac)2' (3.10) 

In this sense the phase veloc:ity is viewed as the apparent veloc:ity of the weve along the 

guide axis. The fact that the phase veloc:ity exceeds the actual weve veloc:ity can be understood from 

geometry when one considers that the weve front wm appear to trevel the distance 'Ap>'A in the 

same interval of time. However, due to the zigzag path trevelled by the weve its actual progress 

oown the guide will be 

Vg = Vsin~ = vJ 1-(AIAc)2' (3.11) 

wherein v 9<v is termed the guide or group veloc:ity. A comparison of equations 1 0 and 11 yields 

the condition 

( 3.12) 

In the case of single mode propagation in a tropospheric duct a similar situation exists with 

slight modifications: { 1) The refractive index and the angle of incidence are no longer constants 

but are continuously varying functions of height, and { 2) The tropospheric boundary surfaces are 

never abrupt, smooth, or perfectly reflecting. 

Whereas in the case of a weveguide all modes are perfectly reflected and confined to the 

guide, in the case of a tropospheric duct all modes to some extent penetrate or leak through the 
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ducttng layer, 8fld most are Imperfectly reflected at the surface of the earth. As a result only the 

lower ortler mooes propagate to 8llY s1Q01f1csnt d1stance. These mooes, correspond1ng to cases of 

glancing lnctdence, may be represented by rays that proceed by a series of reflections Just as in 

the case of a waveguide. The following development follows that of Kerr ( 1951 ). 

Omstder the ray geometry associated wtth single mooe propagation in an atmospheric duct 

as represented tn f1gure 3b. The curvature of the ray path conforms to Snell's law, which by 

assuming the mooifted refr~ive index m, may be written in the form 

m(z) COS'V(Z) = C (3.13) 

wherein 'V(z) is the elevation ongle (complement of the engle of incidence), m(z) is the mooified 

refractive tndex, end C ts a constant. Alternatively we can write Snells law tn the form 

m(z) sin'V(z) = ±/ m2(z)-c2' (3.14) 

where the stgn of the radtceliD::OUnts for the posstbUtty of both postttve and negative elevation 

angles. COmbining these two forms of Snells law tt is obvious that 

t811'V(z) = ± I m2(z)-c2' = dz ( 3.15) 
c dx 

where x and z are the coordinates of a typical point on the ray. Since dx is always positive the 

radical will be assigned the same sign as dz. For small elevation angles and refractive indices near 

unity we can employ the approximations 

m2(z) - C2 l:: 2[m(z) - C] 

w<z> = tan'V(z) = dz/dx 

m(z)cos'V(z) = m(z)- Yt_2(z) 
2 

such that equation 15 becomes approximately 

'V(Z) = ± ../2 I m(z)-m(zt)+ Y!_(Zt)2 
2 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

wherein Zt denotes the transmitter height. A projected rf!J{ will have a turning point W(ltl)=oo, 

where h ts the duct height, for all initial elevation angles 'V(Zt) less than the value Wp given by 

\lip= :t ../ 2 [m(ltl)-m(•zt>f (3.20) 
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Hence the critical angle \lip. known as the angle of penetration, effectively divides the 

family of rays into two groups; those which are trapped within the duct and are guided, and those 

which penetrate the ducting layer. The turning points of the trapped rays define a caustic surface 

at which there is a phase change of 900. This phase change, termed the phase anomaly, is 

char~:K:teristic of points at which neighbouring rays intersect and is well known in optics in 

relation to rflf convergence at a focal plane.3 We shall assume glancing incidence such that a 

phase change of - 1800 occurs upon refleetion at the earths surface. With these changes the 

fundamental resonance condition 4 becomes 

Jz" 
m(z) sin\jl dz = (q-!4)X/2 

zo 
(3.21) 

wherein 2tl is the maximum height which defines the turning point cos\jl= 1 of the trapped rays. 

Setting Zo equal to the elevation of the base of the duct, and employing equations 13 and 14 we hove 

rJm2(Zc,)-m2(Zf1) dz = (m-14)>./2 
Zo 

(3.22) 

end since m(Zc,) and m(Zfl) are nearly unity this can be reduced to the approximate form 

(3.23) 

By assumifl(lalineer lapse rate for the mooified index change over the width of the duct such that 

m(Zc,)-m(zh)• <Xm h (3.24) 

wherein <Xm is the h:spse rate and h=zh-Zo is the duct width, we obtain the following approximate 

expression for the longest wavelength trappa:l 

Amax = .1 ..fi h [ <Xmhl"" 
3 

( 3.25) 

This result has been used by various authors including Bremmer ( 1949), Kerr ( 1951), 

Wait( 1962), Bean and Dutton ( 1966), and Segal and Barrington ( 1977). 

Figure 5 depicts the maximum trapped wavelength as a function of duct width and the lapse 

rate of the modified index according to equation 25. The wavelength of UHF systems is typically of 

3 See for example Born and Wolf ( 1965). 
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the order of 0. 7 metres. It is evident that the duct height ts the critical per81Tleter to be observed, 

and that complete trapping is predicted for UHF frequencies only for duct heights of the ormr of 

75 metres or more. Typical duct thicknesses are such that complete trapping seloom occurs below 

microwave frequencies. However, the values of Amax presented here do not represent strict cut-

off conditions, and although energy at these wavelengths and shorter wl11 be strongly guided, 

significant signal enhancement can occur at wavelengths several times those cited. 

3.3) layer Reflection. 

Whether a refractivity grll:ltent more negative than -157 N/Km wtll give rise to guided 

wave propagation through refraction or reflection depends largely upon the vertical extent of the 

layer relative to the rll:lio wavelength. Refractivity grll:lients which have inll:leqUate depth to trap 

by refractive bending may be more than ~ate to reflect energy incident at glancing angles. For 

this reason reflection tends to be the pre00n1inant phenomenon at VHF and UHF wavelengths while 

refraction is premminant at higher f~ies. 

The mooulus of the reflection coefficient for an abrupt plane boundary separating two air 

m~ may be written in the Fresnel form (Wait, 1962) 

Rhl!) =sin'fl- [2lim + (lim)2 + sin2'fl]li 
sin'fl +[28m+ (8m)2 + sin2'fl]!.i 

(3.26) 

wherein lim !Enotes the change in the mooified index across the boundary layer. Assuming that 

1 »sin2'1J»8m yields the approximate form (Wait, 1962) 

R('fl) ::: -om 
2sin2'fl 

-- (3.27) 

which is valid for values of \II of up to a few degrees and for both vertical and horizontal 

polarization (Wait, 1962). 

In general the refractivity change will not be abrupt but will occur grll:lually and 

continuously over a finite height interval. In this case the reflectivity of the layer will oopend 

upon: 

1) The magniture of the refractivity change om. 
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2) The vertical extent of the lB','er. 

3) The form the refrfd1v1ty prof11e takes w1th1n the layer. 

4) The grez1ng angle of the 1nc1dent energy. 

The method of calculat111Q the reflection roeffic1ent under such cond1t1ons is 111ustr8ted 

schematically in F1gure 6 for a boundary layer subdivided 1nto d1fferent1al strata The 

incremental reflection coefficient dR( \II), arising from the refractivity ch8nge d( 8m)/dz within 

ea:h stratum is then given by (Wait, 1962) 

dR( \II) = _!_ cl( Sm) e -j2ksin\llz (3.28) 
2\112 dz 

wherein the exponential term has been incorporated to tJ:COUnt for the two Wftf path of the r(tf. 

The total reflection coefficient is then obtained by integrating over the extent of the layer, yielding 

R( \II) - -'-l;(Sm) e -2jksin\llz dz 

2\112 dz 
zo 

(3.29) 

This function has been evaluated for several layer forms by various authors including 

Saxton ( 1951), Friis et al. ( 1957), Du castel et al. ( 1962), Beckmann and Spizzichino ( 1963), 

Wait andJB:kson (1964), Hall (1968A), and Thayer (1970). In err.t case, there is almost 

certainly no unique form likely to be representative of all possible layer structures. Hence, 

herein we shalls:bpt the linear form of Figure 6 as a simple and representative analytical model, 

in which case equation 29 takes the form (Hall, 1968A) 

R( \II) = <Xmh [sinX] 
2\112 X 

(3.30) 

wherein 8m=O:mh denotes the refractivity change ocross the layer, and 

X=KsimVh = 2trsin\ll h/A (3.3 t) 

is termed the effective width of the layer (Wait and Jackson, 1964 ). 

It is apparent that in the limit as h/A becomes very small the reflection coefficient of 

equation 30 reduces to equation 27, the Fresnel value appropriate to a sharp discontinuity. 

Conversely, when h/ A is large the coefficient is greatly reduced in magnitude. This characteristic 
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suooests 8fl expression for the reflection coefficient in a stratified troposphere or the general form 

(H811,1979) 

R( 'If) • Rf( 'If )F R (3.32) 

wherein RF( 'If) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for 8fl abrupt bound8ry 8S given by equetfon 

27, and FR is a form factor which accounts for the shape and the gradu81ness of the layer. 

The reflection coefficient w111 in general vary inversely to the square or the grazing engle 

'If 8nd the ratio h/>... Consequently reflections from tropospheric layers ere not or much 

~above UHf frequencies, but can provide a slgnlflcent trapping mech8nlsm for VHf end 

UHf wavelengths. As wtth other aspects of rooto metPa'oiOW, ~ent between theory end 

practice Is ltmtted by the 18Ck of data concerning the refractivity distribution along the 

transmission path. However I reasonable conftrmatton or the valtdlty or tropospheric reflection 8S 

a trapping mechanism has been demonstrated by various authors by correlating f1eld strerwJth 

variations with meteorological data gathered by rooiosonde 8fld refractometer observations at the 

centre of trans-horizon VHf and UHF rooto links. These include the studies or Crawford et al 

( 1959), L8fle and S011um ( 1965), Ha11 ( 1968A,B), Hall 8fld Comer ( 1970), and Thayer 

( 1970). 

our development of layer prop8J8tton theory ts far from complete. In recent yeers 

activity has centred upon the formulation or fu11 wave solutions to the trapping problem. 

Contributions In this regard include those or Watt and Spies ( I 969), Chang( 197 I ) , Pappert and 

<b:dtart ( 1 977), Cho and Walt ( t978),Dougherty and Hart (I 979),Richter and Hltney ( 1980), 

Bnd Baumgartner et al. (I 983). Such full-wave solutions provide a much better description or 

the field behaviour in the presence of trapping layers Bnd , in particular, the enhanced field 

strengths observed above and below ducts due to leakage of energy out of trapping layers, Bnd the 

trapping of energy within layers originating from transmitters external to the duct. However, 

while wave theory provires a more rigorous basis for BnBlysis, only limited success has been 

achieved to date In layer propagation modelling 1:!5 a whole, principally due to the complexity 

involved in predicting variations in the height, thickness, profile, and surface characteristics of 
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trapping layers. A number of these shortcoming and others are discussed In Jeske and Broctcs 

( 1966) endAimondandCiark ( 1983). 



4. SCATTERING BY TROPOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES. 

In this section we consider the effect of the small scale irregularities in the tropospheric 

refracttve index created by turbulence. For this purpose It is convenient to consider the 

refractivity distribution as being comprised of two components: ( 1) a median or signal component 

chiefly a determinlst1c function of altitude as described In the preceeding chapters and which 

varies slowly In ttme and space, and ( 2) a smaller stochastic or noise component super- imposed 

upon the median which arises from the localized and instantaneous fluctuations In atmospheric 

pressure, temperature, and humidity as generated by turbulent mixing processes in the 

atmosphere. The principal effect of the stochastic refractivity variations are twofold in that they 

act to scatter radio energy and to produce random fluctuations in the phase and amplitude of the 

received signal as a function of time and space. 

Empirical evidence has established that tropospheric scattering comprises the principal 

source of trans-horizon radio field strength at frequencies above 30 MHz (Saxton et al., 1951 ; 

Bullington et al., 1955; Crawford et al., 1959; Chisholm et al., 1962; Saxton et al., 1964 ). Two 

principal mechanisms have been su(}.lested to explain the troposcatter f1eld: 

47 
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I.) In the~ theory small blobs or eaiies of irregular refractive index are viewed as 

elementary electric dipoles which are polarized by the incttB'It f1e1d and rerooiete energy tn ell 

directions. The contribution of all such ID:Ites wtthtn the common volume occupied by the 

trensmttting and receiving antennas mutually Interfere tn the manner or an Irregular three

dimensional dtffractlon grettng such thet the redirected energy Is concentrated tn the forward 

direction wtth the principal maximum depending upon the spacing of the Irregularities end the 

angle or tnci!Ence or the original signal. The ~ theory was Initially proposed by Booker end 

6orOOn ( 1950), end has been l:'dlpted in mooified forms by various authors Including Me!JtW 

( 1950), Saxton( 1951 ) , vmars and Weisskopf ( 1954); Stares ( 1955), Silverman ( 1956), 

Wheelan ( 1959), Chernov ( 1960), endTatarskii ( 1961). 

2.) The layer theory relates the scetterm field to diffuse reflection from en array or small 

and irregularly sh8pOO layers of small horizontal extent rermnly distributed thrtJt4lout the 

oommon volume. The analllJY with three-dimensional diffraction gr8tirlgS can egein be drawn. The 

proponents of this theory tncJU«E Saxton ( 1951 ) , Frits et 81. ( 1959), Du C8stel et el. ( 1962), 

and Beckmann and Sptzztchtno ( 1963). 

Empirical evhEnce confirms that both mechanisms tend to coexist and that both are 

Intimately related to the Intensity and structure of atmospheric turbulence. In the rematror of 

this chapter we shall briefly review the meteorol(JJY of turbulence in the troposphere, the 

statistical characterizations of the resulting refractive index irregularities, and the theories of 

scattering by eddies end irregular layers. 

4. 1) The Meteoroi(JJY of Atmospheric Turbulence. 

The mechanics of atmospheric turbulence are treated in detail In Sutton ( 1953), Lumley 

and Panofsky ( 1964), Monln and Y~lom ( 1971 ), and Panofsky and Dutton ( 1984). for our 

purposes ft will be sufficient to l:'dlpt a simpler end more qualitative approech following that of 

Dutton 6nd Panofsky ( 1970). 
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Turbulence may be deftned in simple terms as fn1 type of nuid motion which eppears as 

strongly rotational, three-dimensional, and rarmn. Two sources of turbulent fl:ttvlty tn the 

atmosphere can be distinguished. Mechanical turbulence occurs at the boundaries of neighbouring 

air masses and at the surra of the earth when relative motion gives rise to sheer stresses. 

Convective turbulence occurs when Irregularities In the vertical temperature profile promote 

thermally unstable and bouyant air masses. The principal distinguishing charfl:terlstlc of 

turbulent activity Is Its apparent rarmnness, as opposed to laminar now In which es:h element of 

nuld volume follows (within certain Umlts) the same predictable path as its predecessors. 

Many of the ch8r5:terlstlcs of atmospheric turbulence can be tllustrated In terms of e 

stmp11fled energy budJet of the form (Dutton and Penofsky, 1970) 

dE=M+8-D+Q 
df 

( 4. t) 

wherein E is the mean kinetic enerq{ of the turbulence per unit mass, t is time, M is the rate of 

production of mechanical turbulent energy by shear forces, B is the rate of production of 

convective turbulent energy by bouyant forces, Q is a transport term, and D is the rate of the 

frictional dissipation of turbulent energy into heet. 

The term M is proportional to the square of vertical wind sheer, the rate of change of 

horizontal wind velocity with height, and is almost always positive. Both change in wind speed and 

direction enter into this term. The term B depends upon the vertical temperature grtKtient and has 

to oo with the balance between the bouyant and gravitational forces acting upon an air mass. When 

a parcel of air is displad vertically from its surroundings it u~ a deer ease in 

temperature in keeping with the change in ambient pressure a::cording to the ideal gas law. If heat 

exchange effects are considered negligable the temperature decrease is termed the adiabatic 

temperature lapse rete, end is typically t OC per t OOm. At the adiabatic rete bouyant and 

gravitational forces remain in balance es the parcel ascends, leading to e condition of neutral 

equilibrium in which the density of the parcel is always the S81Tle es its surroundings. for lapse 

rates less than the ediebatic rete the ascending parcel will have a density greater than its 

surroundings in which case gravitational forces will exceed bouyant forces , the parcel will tend to 
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return to its inlttel level, end e condition of steble equtllbrium Is said to exist. Conversely, et 

lapse retes greeter then the 8dl8b8Uc rete the density of the displaced percel will be less then Its 

surroundings end bouyant forces will tend to disple it further, le8dlng to e stete of unst8ble 

equilibrium. 

Under conditions of unst8ble equilibrium the term 8 Is positive 8lld the resulting bouy8ncy 

gives rise to convective turbulence. Positive conditions may occur between eir masses of different 

thermo! ch8rm:terlstics or et the surfe due to prolonged soler he8tlng. Often mechen leal mixing 

serves as the cate1yst which inltietes the dlsplm:ement process. Whenever the term 8 Is negative , 

es Is the case under tempereture Inversion, It m:ts es en energy sink which reduces the m:tlon of 

mechenical turbulence. Hence, those conditions which ere fevour8ble to the formetlon of stable 

etmospherlc layers conducive to ductlng end layer reflection ere exm:tly the opposite of those 

fevourable to strong turbulent m:tlvlty end scattering. 

In generel Mend 8 lnltlete lerge scale turbulent EDjles which decay by tr81'lSferrlng enerw 

Into smeller end smeller EDjles until the energy Is flnelly dlsslpeted Into he8t by friction end 

viscosity. The rete of enerw dissipation D Is thus elways positive. 8eceuse the coefficient of 

viscosity of elr Is smell dissipation occurs et the smell end of the eMy' size scale. The fine! term 

In our simplified energy budget Is the trensport term Q which ellows for the possibility thet 

energy created In one location may be trensferred end dissipated In enother location. 

In ormr for turbulence to occur In thermolly stable elr the rete of enerw production by 

mech8ntcal processes must exceed the rete of energy drolnoge by strettflcatlon. A quentttetlve 

measure of this energy bel once Is given by the nux R ich6rdson number (Dutton 8l1d Penofsky, 

1970) 

Rr = -8/M ( 4.2) 

Assuming the transport term to be negligible the energy budJet con be rewritten in terms of Rr ffi 

~ = M( 1 - Rr)- 0 
dt 

( 4.3) 

When Rr is negetive both 8 end M ere energy inputs end vil))rous turbulence will result. 

When Rr is positive thermo! st8blllty end stretlficatlon inhibit the orowth of turbulence. If Rr ls 
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zero turbulence 1s strictly mech8n1cel. The crit1cel Richardson number Rc. provloos an lndlcet1on 

of the upper limit beyond which turbulence will not generally persist For such a case dE/dt = 0 

and we have 

Rc =I - 0/M ( 4.4) 

The computation of the nux Richardson number is generally impracticel for systems as 

J~rge and complex as the troposphere. Alternatively the groolent form Ri of the Richardson 

number is used as an approximation (Dutton and Panofs!(y, 1970) 

Ri = ~ ae [au 2 + av 2] -112 
9 az az az 

(4.5) 

wherein 8 is termoo the potential temperature, a is the gravitational acceleration, and u and v 

ere wind velocity vectors in two orthoplal horizontal directions. 

The potential temperature 9 Is def1ned as that temperature a parcel of air would have if 

brought adlabatlcelly to a standard sea level pressure of I 000 mb. Hence, If 8 Increases wtth 

height the air is in stable equilibrium, If it decreases with heiQht the air is thermally unstable 

and convective turbulence may develop. In neutrally stable air the adiabatic lapse rate prevails 

and S Is a constant wtth respect to height. 9 Is given by the expression (Fleagle and Bussinger, 

1980) 

8 = T(P0/P) R!Cp ( 4.6) 

wherein R is the gas constant end Cp is the specific helrt 1rt constl!ll'lt pressure. 

The nux and gradient forms of the Richardson number are relatoo by (Panofsk.y and Dutton. 

1984) 

( 4.7) 

where Km is the eaty viscosity and Kh is the eaty conductivity of the layer. Kh provioos a me6SUre 

of the rete of heat transfer by conduction, Km by mechaniC8l mixing. 

Mechanicel turbulence enters into the denominator of equation 5 and depends essentially 

upon the square of the wind shear which arises from chanfJes in the wind speed or direction as a 

function of height. Convective turbulence enters through the gradient of the potential temperature 
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term in the numerator. Hence, large values of wind shear and temperature deficit across a layer 

g1ve rise to small and negattve Richardson numbers and pronounced turbulence. Conversely, 

positive grllflents in 9, such BS occur in inversion layers, give rise to positive values of R1, in 

which case the negative bouyancy forces associated with stable stratiftcatlon tend to Inhibit 

turbulence. 

for the grll1tent case the critical Rtcherdson number varies from 0.25 to 1.0 depending 

upon height and terrain. Numerous rll1tosonde, vertical Incidence radar, and refractometer 

studies have established the general rondlttons under which strong turbulence might be expected to 

flourish. Typical studies are those of Crain et al. (1953), Birnbaum and Bussey (1955), 

Wheelan ( 1957A), Planck ( 1959), Gossard ( 1960A,1960B), Stratton et al. ( 1962), Bull 

( 1966), Bean et al. ( 196 7), and Lane ( 1968). The conclusions of these studies can be 

summarized as follows: 

1.) Turbulence Is frequently associated with regions of strong vertical wind sheer and 

temperature deficit. These two factors are often closely related. 

2.) Turbulence Is strongest within the first few humi'ed metres of the surface due to the 

rombtned effects of surface shear and solar heating. 

3.) Turbulence Is frequently more Intense over Irregular terrain due to Increased surface 

shear, and in coastal regions where advection breezes promote mixing of dissimilar air masses. 

4.) In mlltlle latitudes turbulence is most frequent and most Intense in summer months, 

because the higher surft~:e temperatures found in these months promotes strong thermal 

instabil1ttes in the lower atmosphere. 

5.) Turbulence Is always associated with weather fronts since they mark the separation of 

atr masses of different characteristic wind velocities and temperatures. 

6.) Temperature inversions are energy sinks for turbulent activity and tend to stabilize 

air flow. 
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4.2) CharfK:tertzatlon of Refractive II'KEx lrregulartt1es. 

The direct effect of turbulent mixing in the troposphere is to a-eate apparently rancbn 

temporal and spatial variations in the value of the refractive index. The usual apprflleh is to 

express the total variation as the sum Df a mean and stochastic component (Sooter and Oormn, 

1950; Vi11ars and Weisskopf, 1954; Silverman, 1957) 

N(r,t) =N(r,t) + N'(r,t) (4.8) 

wherein the total refractivity N( r ,t) is a function CJf the three dimensional position vector r and 

the timet. The function N( r ,t) is treated as a deterministic function of altitude which varies 

slowly in space and time as described in preceeding chapters. The stochastic function N'( r ,t) is 

considered a stationary ranOOm field which is normally distributed and spatially homogeneous and 

isotropic 1. Based upon these assumptions we can relate the following statistical properties of the 

randlm field N'( r ,t) (Silverman, 1957; Wheelan, 1959 ): 

1.) The mean value N' of the field is a constant equal to zero, given by the exJ)EK:ted value: 

N' =E[N'(r,t)] =0 ( 4.9) 

2.) The variance a2N' describing the mean square fluctuation at err{ point of the field is 

also a constant, expressed as the expectation: 

a2N' =C(O,O) =E[N'(r,t)N'(r,t)] ( 4.1 0) 

wherein C( 0 ,0) denotes the autorovariance function at zero time and space lag. 

3.) The autorovariance function C( 8 I'! ) of the field depends only on the time and space 

separation of two points in the field and is independent of absolute position, time, or direction such 

that 

C(8 1't) =C(r,t;r+8,t+'t) =E[N'(r,t)N'(r+8,t+'t)] 

Alternatively we can express the autorovariance function as 

CC8,'t) = a2N· p(8;r> 

where p< 8 I'!) is the correlation coefficient of the field. 

1 For a detailed discussion of ranOO!n field statistics see VanMarcke ( 1984 ). 

( 4.11) 

( 4.12) 
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4.) The field N'( r ,t) is completely lis:ribed in stetlsttcal terms by Its ensemble meen and 

autocoverlance function . Assuming ergldlclty holds these may be computed on the basis of 

sempllng over any representative realization of the field. 

The ftrst three of these properties arise from the assumptions of stationarity, 

homogeneity, and Isotropy ; the fourth from the assumption of a gaussian distribution. The 

underlying turbulent velocity fluctuations are assumed to have the same stetlstlcal properties as 

the refractivity field they create. It Is generally further assumed thet the temporal varlet tons In 

the refractivity field are negllgsble over the time Interval associated with the propeg8tlon time of 

8rl electrom8!Jletic W8Ve. In this case the spetial autocoverience function C( 8) provides one 

possible means of chars:terizing the r81'l00m fluctuations In refrm:tive index. The integral scale 

length or correlation distance ( Megew, 1957; Monln end Yeglom, 1971) 

I =[C(O)]-IICDC(8)~ 
0 

( 4.13) 

defines the separetion distance at which correlation between two points in the field becomes 

insignificant. 

Alternatively, spatial spectra can be used to lis:ribe the size and intensity of the 

irregularities. The autocovarience function C( 8) and the power sptdral density or spectrum of 

irregularities S( k) are releted by the three dimensional form of the Weiner-Kinchine relations2 

S(k) = I J C(8)· e-jt·5 &58 
-v 

( 4.14) 

811'3 

C(8) = J S(lc)· eik·5 &5t 
v 

( 4.15) 

where &58 = ( OxOyOz) is en element of volume end k=21T /8 is the spatial w8Venumber. 

Obviously C( 8) and S( k) form Fourier transform pairs. Assuming N'( 8) to be an isotropic real 

2 A variety of forms for the power spectral density are used in turbulence thoory and renoom 

fields. The various forms of the Weiner-Kinchine relations cited here are fully developed and 

explained in Monin and Yaglom ( 1971) I Panofsky and Dutton ( 1984) I and VanMarcke ( 1984). 
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scalar field, C( ~). ~=I ~I is necessarily an even and real positive function. In this case S( k) must 

also be real and positive for all k=lkl > 0 . It can then be shown that equivalent one dimensional 

forms are 

S( I<) = 1 I CD C( s) cos( ko) do 
--CD 

( 4.16) 

2TT 

C(S) = J CD SOd cos( I<S) dk 
-CD 

( 4.1 7) 

Alternatively ,ld:lpt1ng a spherical reference frame r( ~ ,A,o ) centred within the volume results 

in the following equivalent spherical forms for isotropic fields 

S(k) = _]_fj;(I<S) C(S) S2 do 

2tr2 1<8 
0 

c(o) = 4TTJ;n(ko) S(k) ~<2 dk 

kS 
0 

( 4.18) 

( 4. 19) 

The above Weiner-Kinchine forms appear in a number of papers dealing w1th troposcatter 

propagation (Villars and Weiskopf, 1954; Staras, 1955; Silverman, 1956; Magaw, 1957; 

Wheelan, 1959;Chernov,1960:Tatarskii,1961). lnparticularwenotefromequation 15that 

the variance 

112N· = C( 0) = JCD S( k) dk 
-CD 

( 4.20) 

relates the mean square refractivity nuctuation at a point to the one dimensional spectral density 

S(k) and indicates the relative contribution of the various spatial wavenumbers to the overall 

variance. 

The earliest models of the stochastic refractivity field were expressed in terms of their 

correlation functions. Spectra were then computed in a secondary fashion using a suitable form of 

the Weiner-Kinchine relations. Generally these models were selected more for their 

computational convenience than for their relationship to any underlying model of atmospheric 
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turbulence. Among the more prominent correlation mroels are the Exponential mroel (Booker and 

Oorckln, 1950) 

p(8) = rJ.-61 ~ ) 

The eeussian mroel (Wheelon,1955) 

p<8> = exp ( -82/ ~ 2) 

and the Bessel mroel (Norton, 1957) 

p<S> = (S/.1) Ky(S/ ~ ) 

( 4.21) 

( 4.22) 

( 4.23) 

wherein Kv( a) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind and second order (Abramowitz and 

Stegun, 1965 ). 

Alternatively, the use of spectra mak.es direct conta::t with the theories of turbulent mixing 

as described in Monin and Yaglom ( 1971 ) or Panofsk.y and Dutton ( 1964 ). Such theories predict 

three distinct bands within the spectrum of a fully developed turbulent process as depicted in 

Figure 1 (Wheelan, 1959). The input or eB:ty formation band contains the largest scale 

Irregularities and is of principal importance in layer reflection theories of scattering. E~ies 

within this band are typically non-isotropic and non-homogeneous and have scale lengths 

~0=2fl' lk0 of the order of a few hundred metres in the horizontal and a few tens of metres in the 

vertical. Since the creation of turbulent eddies from laminar flow is as yet poorly understood 

present mroels of turbulence oo not represent this band well. At the other end of the spectrum the 

dissipation band is chara::terized by a sharp drop in turbulent activity due to the destructive 

action of viscosity and diffusion. In the troposphere the scale length ~d=2fl' /kd is of the order of a 

few centimetres. The intermediate or inertial band k0 <k<kd is characterized by the redistribution 

of turbulent energy toward higher and higher wavenumbers and represents the repeated 

subdivision of the turbulent field into smaller and smaller eddies. Consequently the eddies within 

this band are more nearly spherical, isotropic, and homogeneous and provide the basis for the 

various~ theories of tropospheric scattering. 

Much of mroern turbulence theory is based upon the Obuk.hoff-Kolmogorov universal 

equilibrium theory of homogeneous turbulence as described in Monin and Yaglom ( 1971 ) Bnd 
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Idealized Spectrum of Refractive Index Irregularities 
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Panofsky and Dutton ( 1981 ). One of the principal assertions of this theory Is that there exists a 

range of wavenumbers (scale sizes) within the inertial band for which the turbulent 

Irregularities can be conslderoo locally homi)Jeneous and Isotropic. The difference in the 

refractivity values N'( r 1) and N'( r 2) at any two closely spaced points r 1 and r 2 within the field 

is then chiefly due to those irregularities with dimensions R = 211' /k which do not exceOO the 

separation distance 8 =lr 1-r2l. Assuming isotropy holds, the field of first differences can then be 

(lrt"inoo as ( Monin and Yaglom, 1971 ) 

N'(S) = N'(r+&)- N'(r) ( 1.24) 

and local variations in refractivity can be describoo in terms of the structure function ( Monin and 

Yaglom, 1971) 

DN(S) = E [ N'(8)2] ( 4.25) 

Roughly speaking ON( 8) is a covariance which characterizes the range of refractivity 

veriation arising from those irregulerities with dimensions less than or equivalent to S. Such a 

field Is said to be locally homi)Jeneous or homi)JeneotJS in Increments (VanMarcke, 1981). A 

principal result of the equilibrium theory of locally homi)Jeneous turbulence is that the structure 

function and power spectrum obey relationships of the form ( Monin and Yaglom, 1975) 

DN(8) = ~2 8 2/3 ( 4.26) 

~(k) = ~2 k -5/3 ( 4.27) 

That Is, the intensity of the refractivity fluctuations decrease as the 5/3 power of their 

size. ~2 is termoo the structure constant and is essentially a measure of the variance of the 

fluctulrtions with scale lengths less than or equivalent to the separlrtion distance 8. 

In actuality the slope of the refractivity spectrum often varies considerably over lts total 

range. Crain et al. (1953), Birnbaum and Bussey (1955), Planck (1959), eossard 

( 1960A,1960B), Straiton et al. ( 1962), Bull ( 1966), Bean et al. ( 1967), and lane and 

Paltri~ ( 1968) have found that the 5/3 law holds reasonably well under well-mixoo adiabatic 

conditions at all altitudes and for scale lengths of up to a few tens of metres. However these same 

studies indicate a considerable variation in the slope of the spectrum at smaller wavenumbers 
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(larger scale lengths) depending upon altitude, the source of turbulent energy, and the degree of 

atmospheric stratification. A typtcal example of the degree of variation as a function of altitude 

under well-mtxed condtttons ts depleted tn Ftgure 2 as excerpted from 6ossard ( 19606). As a 

general rule fluctuation intensity decreases and scale size increases as a function of altttude within 

a well-mixed ~labatlc atmosphere. A typical range of variat1on is of the order of a 5.0-0.5 N 

units over scale lengths of 10-200 metres depending upon height. Most of this variation arises 

from humidity fluctU8tions. However, the modulus of thespectral slope is frequently much larger 

than 5/3 for scale lengths greater than a few tens of metres near the surface and in or near 

regtons of extreme temperature lapse (thermally unstable layers), indicating large scale 

irregularities of greet Intensity often exist within these regions. Conversely, fluctuation 

intensity has been found to decrease sharply withtn thermally stable inversion layers. 

Con~uently the slope of the spectrum shows considerable variabtltty at small wavenumber 

values tn a manner closely ltnked wtth atmospheric stabtllty. 

There are two commonly used apprOEK:hes to modelling the variability of the small 

wavenumber end of the spectrum based upon different models of turbulent behaviour. The 

turbulent mixing apprOEK:h assumes that mechanical mixing feeds fluctuations into the spectrum 

over en input range of ada( sizes k<k0• The subsequent redistribution of energy toward higher 

wavenumbers is then assumed to proceed by the breakup of eddies due to convective mixing. This 

approfdl is outlined in Silverman ( 1956) who proposes a spectrum of the form 

S(k) = (]'2N. (ko2/3tk11/3) k > ko ( 4.28) 

wherein 

a2N. = k0 -2 (dN/dh)2 ( 4.29) 

Alternatively, the mixing in gr~ient apprOEK:h considers only the breakup of established 

refrE~:tivity gr~ients and layers by the E~:tion of convection. No external sources are considered. 

As described by Villars and Weisskopf ( 1955) and Wheelon ( 19576) this apprOEK:h suggests a 

spectrum of the form 

s<~<> = (dN!dh)2 k-s ( 4.30) 
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Figure 4.2 

Typical Refractivity Spectra Vs Altitude 

(Gossard ,1960} 
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6oth of these forms relate the intensity of refre.::tivity fluctuation to the mean refre.::tivity 

grfKlient, an intuitively appealing result and one which has been verified in a general Wftf by 

correlating observed field strength behaviour with median grfKlients on trans-horizon 

troposcatter paths (Bean and Meaney, 1955; Dennis, 1962; Botttas and Battestt, 1983). 

Consequently most methOOs of predicting tropOSC8tter fteld strength are based in part upon this 

parameter (Norton et al., 1955A; Rice et al., 1966; Larson, 1968). 

4.3) Scatter Propagation. 

Very extensive literature is available on the theory of trans-horizon troposcatter 

prop8J8tion. In particular, retailed treatments of the prob !em are presented in Chernov ( 1960), 

Tatarsk11 (1961), and Montn and Yaglom (1971). In OOiitlon, a variety of technical papers 

ooaltng with various aspects of trans-horizon tropOSC8tter propagation have been published over 

the past thirty years. The rearer's attention Is drawn to volume 43( 1 O) of the Proceedings of the 

Institute of RfKlio Engineers ( 1955), and to the Institute of Electrical Engineers (UK) Conference 

Publication 48 { 1968), both of which 0081 specifically with troposcatter phenomena and provire 

a wealth of information. Aallunts of a more basic and descriptive nature can be found in Matthews 

( 1965), Picquenard ( 1974), and Hall ( 1979). In the following we shall similarly restrict our 

attention to a brief description, drawing directly upon the more retailed treatments In the 

references cited. 

We shall consirer the troposphere as a nonconducting medium (a =0) whose relative 

permeability J.lr is unity and whose relative permittivity Er=n2 is composed of a deterministic 

and stochastic component such that 

Er( r ,t) = Er( r ,t) + E'r( r ,t) 

where E'r(r ,t) = n2(r ,t)-n 2(r,t) such that the approximation {Wheelan, 1957) 

E'r z 2n' = 2N't06 

( 4.31) 

( 4.32) 

provides the necessary connection with the previous use of refre.::ttve inrex spectra. The above 

approximation is exe.::t for ranoom fluctuations in refre.::tive index of the order of 30 ppm or less. 
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As before, the termEr( r ,t) is treated as a slow1y varying deterministic function of height, 

and the term E'r(r ,t) is described in terms of a stationary, gaussian, homo;Jeneous, and isotropic 

randlm field having zero mean end constant variance. The description of electromagnetic Wf!Ne 

propagation in such a medium rests upon Maxwell's equations and the constitutive relations which 

may be expressed for this purpose in the form (Corson and lorrain, 1970) 

V·D=O ( 4.33) 

V•B = 0 ( 4.34) 

vxE = -aa1at ( 4.35} 

vxH = ao1at ( 4.36) 

D = e(r ,t}E ( 4.37) 

B = J,.l0H ( 4.38) 

In the above system E is the electric field intensity, D is the electric displ~~:ement field, B 

is the magnetic induction field, H is the mfM;jnetic field intensity, end E=E0Er is the permittivity of 

the medium. Eliminating the magnetic field components from the curl equations 35 and 36 yields 

the relation (Wheelon, 1955) 

V2E -_t E( r ,t) a2E = V(V·E) ( 4.39) 
c2 at2 

wherein c=/J,.t 0E0 is the speed of liQht in vfDJO. Over most prfl:tical distances the permittivity 

field ~( r ,t) will remain virtually constant within the time of propagation. Denoting the 

propagation constant by I<=W/c where w expresses the time variation of the electric field, we 

obtain 

{V2 + !<2[~(r) + ~·(r)]}E = V(V·E) ( 4.40) 

The effect of the turbulent refrfl:tive index irregularities ere contained in the term 

k2[ E'( r )]. Wheelon ( 1955) has shown that the divergence term on the right hand side can be 

safely neglected at radio frequencies such that we obtain an approximate wfWe equation of the form 

(Wheelon, 1955) 

{V2 + !<2[e(r) + E'(r)]}E = 0 ( 4.41) 
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Equation 41 is a perturbation equation which cannot be solved exactly since E'( r) is an 

unknown function of position. The Born approximation is widely used to approximate the solution 

in the absence of multiple scattering, that is, under the assumption that each element of the 

incident wave is scattered only once. Bugnolo ( 1960) has shown this to be a reasonable 

assumption at radio frequencies over distances of several hundred kilometres. To achieve a 

solution the wave equation is re-cast in the perturbation form ( Wheelon, 1955) 

{V2 + k2E(r)}E = -k2E'(r)E ( 4.42) 

which is then solved in an iterative fashion by expansion in terms of Neumann series 

(Jones,1979). The first iteration in the series is the Born approximation corresponding to single 

scattering. The total fieldEr( r) is the sum of an unperturbed and scattered field and is given by 

(Wheelan, 1955; Tatarsk.ii, 1961) 

Er( r) = E0e-iki· r - 1c2 Jec r ,r')E'( r')E0e-iki· r' !Pr' 
vt 

( 4.43) 

The first term on the right represents the unperturbed field. The second term is the scattered 

field arising from the Irregularities In the volume element dv' =d3r'=( dr' xdr' ydr'z). These can be 

interpreted as an array of elementary dipoles of dimension r'=l r'l polarized by the incident field 

and reradiating field energy in all directions. We choose the origin within the volume v'. Then 

a( r ,r') is the Green's function (Jones, 1979) 

a( r ,r') = -_!._ [e lklr-r1 ] 
41T lr-r'l 

A typical scattering geometry is depicted in Figure 3. 

( 4.44) 

For trans-horizon scattering the 

unperturbed component is absent due to earth screening and the entire field arises from the 

scattering term. We assume that the scattering element is midway between the transmitting and 

receiving stations such that the distcsnces ri=lril csnd r 5 =lr 5I are cspproximately equcslcsnd lm-ge in 

compcsrison with the dimensions r' of the scattering element . It can then be assumed that the 

incident wBVe Ei(ri)=E0e-ikj· ri is B uniform plane wave having constant 81Tlplitude over the 

volume. This corresponds to the Fraunhofer approximation for diffroction of a plane incident wBVe 
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by a distant aperture (Born and Wolf, 1965; Elmore and Heald, 1969). It can be shown that 

under such condtUons the ereen·s functton mey take the approximate form ( Wheelon. 1955; 

Tatarslctt, 1961) 

( 1.15) 

and that the expression for the scattered wrNe then becomes (Villars and Weisskopf, 1951; 

Wheelan, 1955; Tatarslcii, 1961) 

E5(r5 ) = E0 eikrs 1(2 I ~·(r') eiK· r' d3r' 
v 

111'r5 

( 1.16) 

wherein K=t5-ti is termed the scattering difference vector. Since E'(r') is a statistical quantity 

so will be E5 ( r 5 ). From the geometry of Figure 3 we note that the phase difference 6.4> generated 

between two points P and P' separated by the scattering element dimension r' is given by 

6.4> = -ti•r' + t 5•r' = K•r' 

IKI = 2ksin('l!l2) 

( 1.17) 

( 1.18) 

This is one form of the Bragg condition of crystal diffraction theory. It expresses the 

necessary spacing required for minimum interference of adjacent plenes of diffracting elements in 

three dimension81 gratings (Born 8nd Wolf, 1965; Elmore and He81d, 1969 ). 

The scattering cross section <X('iJ ,k) per unit volume, per unit incident power density, and 

per unit solid Mlgle is defined by Vi118rs and Weisslcopf ( 1951) 8S the expected V8lue 

o:<w ,k) = !.:1_ E[IE,I2] 
V 1Eil2 

( 1.19) 

wherein the incident wrNe Ei( ri) = E0e-ikrt. Combining this with expression 16 for the scattered 

WfNe and substituting Into equatton 19 yields 

<X(\jl,k) = k4 I IE[ E'( r 1 )E '( r 2 )] eiK· r 1 eiK· r2 d3r 1 d3r2 
--v•v' 
1611'2 1 2 

( 4.50) 

By setting 5=r2-r 1 and employing the spatial autocovariance function 
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( 4.5 1) 

we obtain the scattering cross section in terms of the spatial covariance function C( 8) as 

(Wheelon, 1959) 

a:<'V ,lc.) = rc.4 J C( 8) eil-15 d;s8 
--v 

( 4.52) 

161T2 

Applying the Weiner-Kinchine relations gives the cross section in terms of the spatial spectrum 

of irreoularitles as (Wheel on, 1959) 

O:('V ,k) = rc.4 S( IKI> 
i6'Tr2 

( 4.53) 

From ~uatlon 53 we note that the scattering process octs like a narrow band filter on the 

spectrum of Figure 1 emphasizing the wavenumber K=2ksin( 'V 12). Thus only a small band of 

spectral components contribute to the scattering for a given fr~uency and angle of incidence. 

These Irregularities form a spatial dlffroction grating of ftxed spacing determined by the scale of 

turbulence dimension R where 

R= 21T /K = 21T llc.'V = AI'V ( 4.54) 

For UHF frequencies in the 400-500 MHz range and scattering angles of the order of 1 ° the scale 

length of Interest falls within the 30-50 metre range and therefore ltes within the high 

wavenumber inertial band where the isotropic assumption holds reasonably well. 

The scattering cross section formulation makes direct cont~t with the physical theories of 

turbulence through the spectrum of 1rregular1t1es S( K ). It remains to lnteorate the cross sect1on 

over the entire common volume defined by the patterns of the transmitting and receiving antennas. 

This le8E to a general scattered power ~uation of the form (Wheelon, 1959) 

~= ~16-rORO:('V ,k) d3r 
Pr 161T2 OR2D~ 

v 

( 4.55) 

wherein Grand~ are the antenna gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas respectively. 

The tropospheric sctJtter mechanism described above is evidently a form of multipath 

propagetion in which the received signol embodies tJ number of constituent elements which crrive 
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at the receiver by many s11ghtly different and time varying electromagnetic paths. Since the 

electromagnetic length of et~:h contributing wave path varies with turbulent motion, temporal 

phase and amputude variations are set up by mutual phase Interference at the receiver. These are 

known to be approximately Rayleigh distributed (Rice, 1953; Silverman, 1955) with peri008 

Inversely proport101181 to wavelength and ranging from one to several seconds for wavelengths of 

from 0.1 to 1.0 metres (Rice, 1953; Norton et al., 19558; Vigants, 1971). The result Is a 

characteristic second-to-second fluctuation in observed phase wtthln the troposcatter zone, the 

intensity of which is directly related to changes in the degree of turbulent activity within the 

common volume. Consequently the most severe variations may be expected in the vicinity of 

weather fronts, in coastal zones due to the diurnal action of circulatory breezes, and in the 

presence of extreme temperature and refractivity gr~ients. 

The phase stability characteristics of trans-horizon troposcatter links have been 

investigated by a variety of authors. In particular, detailed treatments of the phase correlation 

between two spacEKt antennas in terms of the exponential, eaussian, and Bessel correlation models 

discussed earlier have been attempted by Rice ( 1953), Muchmore and Wheelan ( 1955), Stares 

( 1955), Herbstrelt and Thompson ( 1955), Wheelan ( 1957), Chernov ( 1960), Tartarslcii 

(1961), 6jesslng and Boressou (1968), and Monin and Yaglom (1971). Space diversity 

techniQUes are often emplayed to reduce the severity of short term phase fluctuations. The basic 

idea is that the signal simultaneously received at two spatially separated antenna will be 

incompletely correlated by an amount proportional to their separation. For the case of antennas 

separated 1n a direction normal to the transmission path the signal is assumed to be correlated 

over a distance roughly equivalent to the largest scale of turbulence contributing to the field. This 

reflects the notion that only those refractive in<Ex irregularities which are large relative to the 

antenna separation, or diversity distance, will contribute to the phase instability on both paths 

simultaneously. 
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In equation 54 we have defined the scale length of interest to be approximately R=)l./'1¥. 

Noting from the geometry of Figure 2 that for small gr8Ztng angles -w:::stn-w=D/R8 where R8 Is 

the equivalent earth r8Dus, we obtain for the diversity distance in the vertical 

~hd::: MR8 /D) ( 4.56) 

The diversity distance ~hd as defined above is Independent of the form of the spatial 

mrrelation function of the refrEK:tive index irregularities and depends only upon their scale length 

end the glancing angle of the incident wave . Roughly speaking, the field of refrEK:tive index 

irregularities can be thought of as being similar to a three dimensional diffrEK:tion grating with 

diffraction centres spaced in planes according to the scale length R defined by the Brtw}J condition. 

The diversity distance is then anal(Jlus to the spEK:ing between the maxima and minima in the 

resulting diffraction patterns such that the maxima from one plane of diffraction centres falls 

upon the minima of its flijacent planes thus guaranteeing minimum mutual interference. For 

frequencies between 400 and 500 MHz and for distances of the order of 1 00 Km ~~ Is of the 

order of 50-60 wavelengths. 

This simplified apprt:~~~:h has been employed by a variety of investigators to reduce phase 

variation on trans-horizon circuits (Van Wamlud and Ross, 1951; eordon, 1955; Bullington et 

al. ,1955; Crawford et al., 1959; and Chisholm et al., 1962). However, because the structure of 

the rancbn field of refrEK:tive index irregularities is highly variable and as yet poorly understood 

no one simple correlation mroel can be expected to be representative of the full range of possible 

variations. Conse:tuently, there is as yet poor agreement between theory and prEK:tice on this 

point. 

A principal limitation of the emty scattering theory outlined above is that it fails to 

~uately ~nt for the scattering arising from irregularities in the low wavenumber end of the 

spectrum ~picted in Figure 1. The larger irregularities within this region of the spectrum 

typically feature a flat layerlilce shape with their thickness varying from a few metres to a few 

tens of metres in the vertical and their horizontal extent covering several hundred metres. Saxton 
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et al. ( 1961) and Hall and Comer ( 1970) Indicate that these Irregularities frequently develop 

from the breakup of larger Inversion and ducting layers In the lower troposphere. 

Numerous authors have suggested that diffuse reflection from these localized layers may 

contribute significantly to the enerw scattered beyond the radio horizon at UHF wavelengths 

(saxton, 1951; Friis et al., 1957; Du caste! et al., 1962; Beckmann and Splzzlchlno, 1963; 

Matthews and Dufu, 1968; Fehlhaber, 1968). This conclusion Is supported by several 

refr~tometer and beam swinging experiments which indicate that large and Intense refr~ive 

Index irregularities are often concentrated in shallow vertical layers rather than being uniformly 

distributed throughout the scattering volume (Waterman, 1958; crawford et al. 1959; Chisholm 

et al., 1962; saxton et al., 1961; Lane and Paltridge, 1968; Barrow, 1968). 

In scattering by layer reflection the most Important parameters to be considered are the 

number of layers existing within the common volume, their dimensions relative to those of the 

first Fresnel zone, and their surface roughness relative to a wavelength. For reflection by a single 

layer it is usually assumed that the most important scattering region is enclosed within the first 

Fresnel zone. An understanding of this concept can be gBined through Figure 1. We assume a 

reflecting layer of large extent lies midway between two antennas separated by the chord distance 

d. The beam patterns of the two antennas illuminate an ell1ptical region on the reflecting surface 

oriented such that its semi-major axis lies in the direction of propagation. The transmission path 

refined by the axis of the beam patterns passes through the origin 0 and Is given by the length 

rt=ri+r5. Moving radially outward on the surface from the origin introduces an increase in the 

tott~l trt~nsmission p&h. The locii of points for which the path length incre6se5 by or=nX/2 

where n is an integer value, refines a family of concentric ellipses upon the reflecting surface. 

The aree of the fresnel zone defined by any two such neighbouring ellipses is a constant and the 

contribution of ~h successive zone to the total power redirected is a slowly IEcreasing function of 

distance from the origin. Since succesive zones result in contributions which are on aver~ in 

phase opposition, these tend to cancel out leaving a total reflected power roughly equivalent to half 

that originating within the first Fresnel zone. For the geometry replcted In Figure 4 Beckmann 
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Md Spizzichino ( t 963) h8ve shown that the dimensions of the first zone are 8pproxim8tely given 

by 

A = &'1 sin\jl 

tn the sense of propagation and by 

B=.J>:d 

tn the transverse direction. 

( 4.57) 

( 4.58) 

etven a smooth reflecting layer with dimensions exceeding those of first Fresnel zone the 

ratio of the received to the transmitted power is of the form (Friis et al., 1957) 

Pr = C R2 <X(\jl) ( 4.59) 

Pt 411'rt2 

wherein C is a constant dependillQ upon antenna gain and wavelellQth. The first term is essentially 

the free sps:e power loss due to spherical sprellling. The second involves the square of the fresnel 

reflection coefficient of the layer determined as discussed in chapter 3. In the third <X(\jl) is the 

scattering cross-section coefficient of the layer and is defined as the ratio of the effective aree of 

the layer to the effective area of the first Fresnel zone as seen from the transmitter. From the 

geometry of Figure 4 we have 

<X(\jl) = 8b sin\11 
11'Xd 

( 4.60) 

Both the Fresnel reflection coefficient R and the scattering coefficient <X are dependant 

upon the angle of incidence 'II. If there are N contributing layers within the common volume the 

total redirected power is given by the integral (Friis et al., 1957) 

= CN2 J R2cx cj3r· 
-- v 

( 4.61) 

411'rt2 

wherein it is assumed that the size and number of reflecting layers remain uniform throughout the 

common volume. 

The reflection crefficient employed above must be modified to tD:Ount for the roughness of 

the surf~:~:e. A surf~:~:e is said to be smooth and capable of supporting specular reflection if its 
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irregularities prrouce phase variations in neighbouring rays which are small in a wavelength. 

This Is the essence of Rayleigh's criterion. Considering the geometry ~lcted In figure 4 the 

phase difference between two nefghbourfng rays reflected from an Irregular surface is given by 

6<f> = 411'h simjl 
>. 

( 4.62) 

which obviously !lJeS to zero only for smatt velues of h/ >. or smelt engles of incidence \jl. 

In modelling sarttering by rough surf~ the common apprtlfdl is to approximate the 

surface by an array of discrete points which vary in height from the specular plane in a ranOOm 

manner according to some assumed statistical distribution. Ranm field statistics can then again 

be used to describe the spatial correlation between neighbouring points on the surface in much the 

same manner as developed ~tbove for the eddy theory of scattering. A detailed examination of the 

form of the reflection coefficient for such r8fl00m rough surf~ obeying a variety of statistical 

distributions is given by Beckmann and Spizzichino ( 1963). 

Relative motion of the contributing layers produces phase fluctuation effects sim11ar to 

those predicted by the eddy theories. Oiven that the troposphere typically feetures a br08d r~tnge 

or irregularities it can generally be assumed that both modes of troposcatter propagation 

contribute to varying degrees to the trans-horizon field on a more-or-less continual basis. 

Certainly, both interpretations are required to fliequately account for observed behaviour. 



5. ASSESSMENT OF TROPOSPHERIC EFFECTS 

IN ATLANTIC CANADIAN WATERS. 

For the most part, rooio positioning systems infer position from range, range difference, 

and range rate measurements based upon the transit t1me of propaget1on of electromagnet1c 

rooiation. COn~ently, assumptions concerning the velocity and path of the oovancing wavefront 

must be made In order to scale t1me Interval measurements Into geometric distances. These In 

turn require assumptions concerning the structure of the ref~activity field existing along the 

transmission path during the time of propagation. 

A variety of natural phenomena contribute to variations in refractive index. The principal 

variational Influences may be considered as arising from climate, season, earth rotation, local 

topography and meteorology, and atmospheric turbulence. In treating these effects the refractive 

Index Is best mroelled as a ranoom funct1on of time and space. The mean refractivity structure is 

described in terms of an empirically determined standard atmospheric mroel, which is assumed to 

vary slowly In time and space as a function of climate, season, and ttme of day. On average, the 

atmosphere is assumed to be well mixed, quasi-static, and horizontally homogeneous such that the 

refractive index varies strictly as a function of altitude. 

73 
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Stochastic variations arise from the ranoom disturbing influences of topography, weather 

systems, and turbulence. These are of a scale and complexity that presently defy conventional 

m003111ng appr011:hes, and represent a fundamental limitation in the precision with which the 

refract1vlty field may be described. consequently, ge<XEtlc research has In recent years focused 

upon the development of m<XEls based upon m1crometeorolog1cal and turbulence theory 

considerations, which attempt to relate in statistical terms the amplitude, scale, and period of 

ranoom fluctuation to parameters describing the degree of thermal stability and intensity of 

turbulence in the lower atmosphere. A concise review of recent advances in this area may be found 

in Brunner ( 1984 ). While these provide the basis for a better qualitative umilrstanding of the 

complex behaviour of ranmm fluctuations in refractivity, an extended period of empirical 

Investigation Is likely to be required before the development of practically applicable and effective 

m<XEls can be fully realized. 

Range measurement errors arise as a result of the temporal and spatial changes that occur 

in the refractivity structure of the real atmosphere relative to that of the adopted standard. In 

flk:lition, the methods of geometric optics commonly employed to describe ray propagation in the 

standard atmosphere are of limited validity when applied to m<XE propagation and scattering 

problems. Two principal catet}lrles of error result: 

1.) Phaselag errors, which arise as a result of uncertainties in the effective speed and 

curvature of the propagating wave, and 

2.) Multipath errors, which arise as a result of flk:lltlonal paths arising from the 

influences of ducting, reflection, and scattering in the lower atmosphere. 

The overall structure of the refractivity field will vary as a function of climate. The effect 

of climate as determined by Bean et al ( 1966) is summarized in Figures I and 2 based upon a nve 

year study' of daily surface and upper air meteorological observations at 268 globally distributed 

stations. Figure 1 depicts the global distribution of the annual mean value of surface refractivity 

reduced to sea level. The principal effect of climate is to produce a latitude dependent variation in 

surface refractivity of the order of 80 N units, ranging from a low of the order of 300 N units in 
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FIGURE 5.1 

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL MEAN SEA LEVEL REFRACTIVITY 

(sean, 1966) 
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polar regions to a high of 380 N units along the equator. Figure 2 presents a similar 

representation of annual mean gradient data based upon the same study. A latitude dependence is 

again evident, with the lapse rate ranging from a low of the order of 40 N/Km in polar regions to 

60 N/Km along the equator. In both cases significant longitude depel"lOOnt variations are limited to 

low lat1tudes, where Important differences In water vapour concentration In the lower atmosphere 

frequently occur between arid Inland regions and humid coastal areas. 

From the above study, a surface refrtK:tivlty of the order of 325 N units and a refrtK:tivity 

gradient of the order of 50 N/Km can be used to approximate regional standard atmospheric 

refractivity conditions in Atlantic canadian waters. These values are however based upon a 

relatively sparse sampling of Information at widely distributed stations. Considering the diversity 

of seasonal, weather, and topographic conditions that exist In the region, significant local 

variations from these standard values can therefore be expected. 

The most critical phenomena to be considered are those which produce significant 

irregularities in refrtK:tive index relative to the scale and period of survey. Consequently, a 

knowleO;Je of the magnitude, scale, period, and chartK:teristic influence of each contributing 

constituent is necessary to evaluate model precision. In UHF radio positioning applications the 

survey area may extend 200 kilometres offshore and encompass several hundreds of kilometres of 

coastline. Typically, simultaneous range measurements are made to three or more shore-based 

reference stations, and significantly different trans-horizon transmission paths may be involved. 

The period of survey may extend from several days to a year or more. 

Assuming a median range of the order of 100 kilometres, the 1-2 metre instrumental 

resolution typical in UHF radio positioning systems translates into a level of significant variation 

of the order of I 0-20 ppm. At this level of significance, the principal spatial variations of 

interest can be considered as arising from topography and weather systems, while the principal 

temporal variations arise from seasonal, diurnal, weather, and turbulence effects. 

At best, meteorological observations are limited by the prtK:tlcal considerations of time, 

cost, and ~ibility to surface observations of temperature, pressure, and humidity at the 
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Figure 5.2 

Global Distribution of Annual Mean Refractivity Gradient to 1 Km. 

{sean et al. 1966) 
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moblle receiver and perhaps at a mid-station shore point. More often, refr~K:t1vity effects are 

determined directly as a by-product of baseltne range caltbration procedures performed at fixed 

locations in the vicinity of the survey area. A discussion of these procedures is given by Cooper 

{ 1979), Riemersma { 1979), and Van Kujilc { 1984). This latter technique has a three-fold 

oovantage in that: 

1.) A direct indication of the integrated refr~K:ttvity and effective propagation velocity 

along the transmission path can be obtained, 

2.) The level of measurement instability arising from scattering can be more precisely 

determined and related to preva111ng meteorological conditions, and 

3.) The potential for real-time differential corrections based upon continuous baseline 

mon1tor1ng exists. 

The disOO\Iantages are that calibration measurements are more time consuming and costly 

than meteorological observations. In aciJition, they frequently Involve measurements over coastal 

baselines where conditions may not be representative of those found further offshore, and the 

direct effects of refr~K:tivity may be masked or misinterpreted by the influence of instrumental, 

antenna, or terrain related effects. As a result tropospheric refr~K:tlvity is generally poorly 

modelled in rooio positioning and represents a fundamental accuracy limitation. 

In the remaining sections of this chapter we present an assessment of refr~K:tivity 

variation for a typical coastal region in Atlantic Canooa (Figure 3) and examine the significance of 

these var1at1ons given the commonly employed standard atmosphere refr~K:t1on models described 1n 

Chapter 2. 

5.1) Analysis of Radio Meteorological Data. 

In this section we present an analysis of the principal sources of refr~K:tivity variation in 

Atlantic Canooian waters. For convenience, these results are presented in order of decreasing 

scale of influence, and surf~K:e and gradient effects are considered separately. 
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For this purpose surfo and upper air meteorolo;Jical data were obtained from the canadian 

Atmospheric Environment Servtce (CAES) for three weather stations located along the southern 

coast of Nova SCOtta from Ha11fax to Yarmouth as depicted tn Ftgure 3. These were selected to 

provtde coverage for UHF range measurements collected on three trans-horizon baselines 

monitored in cooperation with the canadian Hydro;Jraphic Service ( CHS) over a one month period 

in the winter of 1982/ 1983. Details of the CHS monitoring pro;Jram have been described 

previously in Janes et al. ( 1985A, 1985B) and will be reviewed in section 2. 

TABLE 5.1 

Summary of Meteorolooical Observing Stations 

Statton N.Lat. W.Long. Altitude Designation 

Halifax Airport 44° 53' 63° 31' 145m surface 

Sable Island 43° 56' 600 02' 5m surface + upper air 

Shelburne 430 46' 650 14' 28m surface + upper air 

The location, altitude, and type of observation made at ea:h station are summarized in Table 

1. Hourly observations of surface wet and dry bulb temperature and atmospheric pressure were 

obtatned for all three sttes for the period January 1 , 1982 to February 1 , 1983. Upper air 

observations of pressure, temperature and relative humidity from radiosonde ascents taken twice 

daily at the Shelburne and 5able Island sites over the same period were also obtained. These were 

then examined to determine the range of seasonal, monthly, and daily variation in surfoce 

refractivity and the refractivity gradient, the extent of layering tn the lower atmosphere, and the 

influence of weather systems and topo;Jraphy on the homo;Jeneity of the refractivity field over the 

test area. 

Hourly surface refractivity data are summarized in Appendix II. Tables II. I to I I. 9 present 

a monthly statistical summary of the hourly variations tn surface refractivity and its components 

observed at the Shelburne, Halifax Airport, and 5able Island sites. In oo:lition, Figures II. I to 
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11.24 depict the hourly variation in surface meteorology and refractivity at each statton for the 

four seasonally representative months of January, April, July, and October, 1982. Surface 

refractivity values were computed on the basis of the 6off-eratch water vapour and Smith

Wetntraub refractivity formulae given In Chapter 2. Temperature values have a quoted accuracy 

of 0.1 °C, atmospheric pressure of 0.1 mb, and water vapour pressure of I mb, yielding an 

esttmated accuracy for the corresponding refractivity values of the order of 2-3 N units. 

A seasonal variation In monthly mean surface refractivity of the order of 30-40 N units 

peak to peak Is clearly evident In the tabulated data. The RMS spread associated with these monthly 

mean values varies from a low of the order of 5 N units in winter, to a high of 1 0-15 N units in 

summer. Moreover, the maximum range of monthly variation increases from a low of 40-50 N 

units to as high as 70-80 N units winter to summer. Maximum daily variations in the dry 

component of refractivity are found in the winter months when temperature and pressure 

variability is greatest, and reach as high as 40-50 N units. Conversely, the largest daily 

variations In the wet component of refractivity occur in summer due to the preOOfT11nant influence 

of water vapour variability. These reach as high as 70-80 N units. 

The principal sources of day-to-day variation In surface refractivity arise due to the 

combined effects of earth rotation and weather disturbances. The effect of earth rotatfon Is most 

apparent In the summer months, when a diurnal cycle in surface refractivity Is clearly evident at 

all three stations and arises as a result of strong daily variations in surface temperature and 

water vapour content. The range of diurnal varlat1on Is roughly of the order of 15-20 N units 

during the summer months, 5-10 N units in the spring and autumn, and barely perceptible in 

winter. Weather system influences are most clearly apparent In the winter months when the 

effects of surface heating are smallest. They are characterized by apparently random and abrupt 

changes in surface temperature, pressure, and water vapour values over relatively short periods 

of time. Variations of the order of 20-40 N units or more over a pericxl of one to two days appear 

to be fairly commonplace at all times of the year, with the largest variations occurring in summer 

months. 
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The degree to which regional observations of surface meteorology provide a va11d Indication 

of these changes over an extended survey area ultimately depends upon the horizontal homogeneity 

of the refr~tivlty f1eld. Tables 11.10 to 11.12 summarize by month the hourly correlation in 

surface refr~tivity and its components at the Shelburne, Ha11fax Airport, and Sable Island sites. 

Oiven approximately 700 hourly values per month, a statistica11y signif1cant degree of 

correlation exists at the 95~ confidence level for values of the correlation coefficient exceeding 

0.08 (Crow and Davis, 1978 ). Correlation coefficients for the surface refr~tivity of the order 

of 0. 7-0.8 appear typical, with occasional excursions as high as 0. 95 and as low as 0. 45. 

As might be expected, correlations are generally lowest In the summer months due 

principa11y to increased wet component variability. The Shelburne and Halifax sites, separated by 

190 Km, show the highest degree of correlation, fo11owed by Shelburne and Sable Island ( 435 

Km), and Ha11fax and Sable Island (305 Km). This latter level of agreement may be understood 

when one considers that Ha11fax Airport Is some 20 Km Inland, while Sable Island is 

approximately 280 Km offshore. As a result, considerable differences in local surface conditions 

can be expected. 

Despite the high degree of correlation existing between the stations, fairly large 

differences In simultaneously recorded hourly values were found. These are also listed ~rdlng 

to month in Tables 11.10 to 11.12. The maximum regional discrepancies again occur during the 

summer months, and reach as high as 40 N units for the Shelburne-Halifax pairing, and 60 N 

units when either of these stations Is compared to the Sable Island site. 

Dally upper air refr~tivlty data for the Shelburne and Sable Island sites are presented In 

Appendix Ill. Tables 111.1 and 111.2 present a statistical summary of daily variations in the mean 

refr~tivity lapse determined by linear least squares fit to twice dally radiosonde ascents. Ascents 

were rejected whenever fewer than four soundings were tal<en over the first tropospheric 

l<llometre, or whenever a gap greater than 500 metres existed between consecut1ve soundings. 

Typically 40-60 tK:Ceptable ascents were available each month. The monthly mean value of the 

refr~tlvity lapse at both stations ranges from 35 N/Km In February to 50-55 N/Km In August. 
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The standard deviations associated with these monthly mean values similarly Increases from the 

5-10 N/km level In winter to the 10- 15 N/Km level In summer. 

Figures 111.1 to 111.8 depict the dally variation in the mean refracttvlty lapse and Its 

correlation with surface refractivity for the four seasonally representative months at both 

stations. The maximum dally variation in refractivity lapse Increases from 30 N/Km during 

winter months to 70-80 N/Km In summer. Moreover, dally variations In lapse rate are 

generally poorly correlated with surface refractivity values. alven 40-60 ascents each month a 

statistically slgnlf1cant correlation exists at the 951 confidence level for values of the 

correlation coefficient exceeding 0.31 (Crow and Davis, 1978). In both cases, the monthly value 

of the correlation coeff1cient typically ranged from o. I 0 to 0.35, with only occasional excursions 

above this level. In lltlitton, the degree of correlation between the two stations was typically of 

the order of 0. 1-0.3 . 

Tables 111.3 to 111.6 summarize the extent of layering encountered in the refract1vity 

profile at the Shelburne and sable Island sites. The quoted accuracy of the radiosonde observations 

ts of the order of 0.1 °C for temperature, I mb for pressure, and 31 for relative humidity, 

yielding an estimated accuracy for the refractivity at each reported level of the order of 5 N units. 

However, potential sources of error tn reported data arise from Improper 1n1t1allzatton of the 

sonde at the surface, and from lag In the humidity sensors. These effects are discussed more fully 

by Helvey ( 1983). Initialization errors give the appearance of strong surface based gradients, 

whereas sensor lag tends to smooth the profile and mask extreme gradients at greater elevations. 

Consequently, some caution must be used In Interpreting the data. However, a general Indication of 

the linearity of the profile can be obtained. Some measure of reliability is indicated by the fact 

that the ftgures quoted agree within a few percentage points with those of a similar three year 

stu~ of gradients at the S8ble Island site reported in Segal and Barrington ( 1977). 

Fully 5-101 of the twice dally radiosonde ascents registered in the winter months contain 

layers whose lapse rates exceed the critical value of 150 N/Km. This value increases to 20-30:fl 

in summer. The majority of these are elevated layers with base heights ranging from 500-700 
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metres and thicknesses ranging over several tens of metres. Often, these would undergo 

considerable variation In base height and thickness over a period of a few days. The most active 

periods of layering appear to be related to weather disturbances, as characterized by rapid changes 

in surface temperature, pressure, or humidity levels over a one or two day period. As a rule, 

layer thickness increases in the summer months for both elevated and surface layers, while the 

aver~ base height of elevated layers decreases. However, significant differences in the time of 

occurrence, elevation, thickness, and duration of layers were found in comparing coincident data 

for the Shelburne and Sable Island sites. 

Figures 111.9 to 111.16 depict the most graphic examples of atmospheric layering recorded 

at the Shelburne and Sable Island stations in each of the four seasonally representative months of 

January, April, July, and ():tober. In every case, layering Is associated wtth a small temperature 

inversion accompanied by an abrupt decrease in water vapour pressure. Consequently, the 

layering influence enters primarily through the wet component profile, while the dry component 

profile remains predictably linear. The thickness and severity of the layerings increase markedly 

In the summer. The most severe layer gradient was encountered on July 14 at the Shelburne 

station and is depicted in figure 111.11. In this case, a strong humidity lapse of the or~ of 20Mb 

and a temperature Inversion of approximately 5 °C are encountered at an altitude of 400 metres 

and produce a total refractivity deficit of the order of 90 N units over a height Interval of 1 00 

metres. While this may be considered an extreme case, fully I 0-151 of the ascents taken during 

the summer months contain layers with gradients exceeding -200 N/Km. 

5.2) Analysis of Range Measurement Data 

Surface and upper air meteorological data of the type examined in the previous section 

provide little indication of the m~nitude or scale of the refractive index irregularities generated 

in the lower atmosphere by the action of turbulent mixing. Scattering from these Irregularities 

has a twofold effect, In that it provides a principal source of field energy beyond the standard radio 

horizon at UHF wavelengths, but introduces significant short term phase instabilities into the 
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range measurement. These latter instabilities are a function of the degree of turbulence and 

extent of layering existing In the lower atmosphere, and vary tK:COrdlng to preva111ng 

meteorological conditions, and the influence of weather systems and topography. 

To examine these effects, range measurement data were collected on three baselines located 

in the vicinity of Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia over a six week period during December and January 

1982/1983. These observations were conducted as part of a comprehensive field evaluation of the 

Sercel Syledis UHF radio positioning system undertaken by the canadian Hydrographic Service, 

Atlantic Region. Deta1ls of this evaluation are presented In Janes et al. ( 1984) and Janes et al. 

( 1985). A further technical description of the Syledls system may be found In Nard and Laurent 

( 1975). 

The results of this phase of our Investigation are summarized In Appendix IV. Table IV.l 

summarizes the station locations and baseline distances defining the test network depleted in 

Figure 3. Reference stations were established at each of the Western Head/Mersey, OVens, and 

Springfield sites and monitored at the Prospect location using a Syledis MR3 receiver. Range 

monitoring was performed simultaneously on all three baselines by recording observation sets of 

fifty range measurements taken over a two minute period once each half hour. These were then 

reduced to a mean value and associated standard deviation for each half hourly epoch. First order 

corrections for the effects of propagation speed and ray curvature were applied to the mean values 

as per equation 2.59, assuming an average surface refractivity value of 320 N and a standard 

refractivity lapse rate of 40 N/Km. Reduced values were then compared with ground truth 

distances computed by geodetic inverse between station coordinates, using Vlncenty's inverse 

algJrithm (Delorme, 1978), to define a mean ranging error for each half hourly epoch. Station 

locations were established by the CHS from existing control using conventional survey techniques 

and the resulting ground truth distances are estimated to be accurate to within 1-2m. 

Figures IV. 1 to IV.3 depict the time history of mean ranging error and standard deviation 

observed on each of the four baselines over the month of January, 1983. Although these are 

marred by frequent gaps in coverage, a considerable difference in ranging performance is found 
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when the baseltnes are contrasted. Whereas ranging stab111ty on the Western Heoo/Mersey 

baselines, shown here together In Figure IV.3, varies erratically between the 5m and 30m levels, 

that of the Springfield and OVens .baseltnes remains conststantly below the 5 m level. Moreover, 

no significant degree of correlation was found to exist in comparing the variation In mean ranging 

error between baselines. In large part these differences appear related to the radio horizon 

distances separating the stations, and hence, to differences in the preOOn\lnant mode of propagation. 

In effect, the elevation of the stations is such that the OVens and Springfield baselines fall just 

within the standard radio horizon from Prospect, and thus within the direct and surface dlffr~tion 

propagation zones, while the Western Heoo and Mersey baselines extend to approximately twice the 

standard radio horizon distance, and consequently fall within the range of troposcatter propagation. 

In general, no significant correlation was found to exist In comparing the variation In mean 

ranging error with hourly surface refr~tlvlty values (Etermlned for the surrounding 

meteorological stations. However, this Is not suprising when one considers that computed surface 

refr~tlvity values generally varied by less than 20 ppm over the month, and hence fall within the 

1-2 metre Instrumental noise of the range measurements themselves, and that the nearest 

meteorological site was some 50 Km awff{. The hourly variation In surface refr~ttvlty and its 

components for the Shelburne station Is depleted In Figure IV. 4. Unfortunately, baseline endpoint 

measurements of surface meteorology were not observed as part of the monitoring procedure, 

leaving some uncertainty as to the innuence of large scale refr~ttvtty variations. 

However, the periods of maximum troposcatter instabtllty do appear to closely coinci(E 

with local weather disturbances. These are Indicated in Figure Vl.5 which depicts the hourly 

variation in surface meteorology at the nearby Shelburne site. Low pressure weather fronts, 

char~terlzed by a rapid drop in atmospheric pressure and ~mpanied by sharp increases in 

temperature and water vapour content, appear to produce the greatest instabilities. Enhanced 

lff{ering in the lower atmosphere also appears to occur during these periods, as indicated by the 

lff{er gradient values of Figure IV.6. 
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5.3) Discussion of Results. 

Table 2 summarizes the results of the fore!}ling analysis. It seems clear that the 

assumptions of a quasi-static, horizontally homogeneous, and vertically linear refractivity 

structure have little validity when considering small scale variations in the refractivity field. 

Earth rotation and weather influences combine to produce day-to-day variations in surface 

refractive index of the order of several parts in 1 os , and contribute to a strongly layered 

structure in the lower atmosphere. As a result, the average refractivity lapse over the first 

kilometre of the troposphere is in general poorly correlated with surface refractivity. 

Differences in local surface conditions at coastal and offshore locations introduce spatial 

variations of the same order of magnitude over distances of a few hundred kilometres. 

Table 5.2 

Effects of the Troposphere in UHF radio Positioning 

Influence TimeScale Soace Scale Moonitude 

Seasonal one year 40ppm 

Diurnal 24 hours 10-30 ppm 

Topi)Jraphic 200-500 Km. so+ ppm 

Weather systems hours to days 200-500 Km. 50+ ppm 

Turbulence/Layering seconds so+ Km. 50-500 ppm ( RMS) 

RSS 100-500 ppm 

Consequently, a high temporal and spatial sampling rate involving both surface and upper 

air measurements is likely to be required before these effects can be significantly reduced. 

Possible alternatives include the regular observation of surface and upper air meteorology at 

representative locations within the survey area, or the use of differential corrections based upon 

the continuous monitoring of range measurements over fixed baselines. In either case, further 

stu~}{ is required to establish appropriate procedures, and to determine the extent to which these 
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may reduce the level of range measurement bias error introduced by small scale variability in the 

refrt~:tivity field. 

The stabt11ty of the troposcatter propagation mechanism used in extended range UHF radio 

positioning is strongly influenced by the degree of turbulent octivlty and the extent of non

standard layering found in the lower atmosphere. RMS stability over a two minute period was 

found to vary from the 5-10 m level during more standard atmospheric conditions, to 30-40 m 

or more during periods of maximum turbulence and layering. The greatest instabllltles were 

observed during changes In the prevai11ng weather conditions and appear related to enhanced 

scattering from anomalous refroctlvity layers in the lower atmosphere. While temporal 

averaging over periods of a few minutes does appear to improve ranging precision, significant bias 

errors of the order of 5- 1Om are sun evident. These may be related to undetected variations in 

the average structure of the local refroctivity field. Further investigation is required to 

determine the magnitude, statistical distribution, and temporal period of scattering under varying 

weather conditions, and to establish the extent to which these may be reduced through spt~:e 

diversity or recursive filtering techniques. 



6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMt1ENDATIONS. 

Heretn, the effects of a non-homogeneous and ttme vary1ng troposphere on the cm.tr'&y of 

UHf range measurement have been considered. A descrlptton of the structure of tropospheric 

retrfdtvlty has been presented th8t ts at once consistent wtth the physical theories of mtcro

meteorol(Jl( and atmospheric turbulenre and the stOO( of electrom&!Jl8ttc wtNe propagation tn 

layered and r8t'l00m medta. A dBta11ed assessment of the nature of refrdtve tndex vartebntty tn 

At1anttc ('a'd and tts Influence on the 8D.Irii:Y of UHf rooto posiUontng has been presented. 

ftM11y, the 11mttatlons Inherent tn present apprOIK:hes to the m«XE111ng of tropospheric 

refrfd1vtty 1n ranging applications have been exomtned. 

6. 1 ) Summary of Results and Their Si~ificance. 

A vartety of natur81 Influences tmpose upon the refre~;ttvtty structure vartattons of 

dlffertng charfdertsttc 8mp1tti.ICE, period, and sp8tt81 scale. Based upon the 8081ysts presented In 

Chapter 5 these can be summarized for At1811ttc C811001811 waters 85 follows: 

1.) C11m8ttc Influences produce a 18ttti.ICE dependent varl8tton 1n 811nU81 mfl80 surf~ 

refrfdtvtty of the order of 80 N, and 8 oorrespondtng vartetton tn the annU81 mfl80 refrfdtvtty 

89 
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lepse of the order of 20 N/Km. These V81"latlons occur ~ny and unlformally over spatial 

scales of several huncred k11ometres and may be described 1n terms of long term med1an tropical, 

temperate, and polar metsorolog1cel anHUons. 

2.) Seesonallnfluences cmtrlbute V81"1atlons of the order of 40 N In the monthly mean 

surfta refrm:t1vlty winter to summer. Ordent variations are less severe, being of the order of 

25 N/Km. These occur ~Dially over a period of months and unlformally over distances of 

several hurd'ed kilometres. 

3.) Earth rotation prodll:es a dally cycle of variation In surfo temperature and water 

vapour axx:entratlon which results In slgnfftcant changes fn surfa refrs:ttvlty over periods or a 

few hours. The amplitude of diurnal variation Is ~ tn the summer months rue to the 

Increased effect of water vepour and dBcl eases to negligible levels In winter. A maximum dally 

cycle of V81"latlon of the order of 20 N units peat-to-peak may be expected. 

4.) Weather system Influences are charll:terlzed by abrupt and apparently rardxn 

changes In surfa meteorolOfll over relatively short periods of Ume. Varfatfons fn surfo 

retrs:tivfty or the order or 20-40 N units or more over a period or a few diPfs appear to be fairly 

commonpla at an tfmes of the year, wfth the largest variations occurlng In summer months. 

5.) Both earth rotation and weather system Influences cmtrfbute to layarfng fn the lower 

atmosphere. Anomalous refrll:tfvfty layers were enmuntered up to 301 of the tfme during 

summer months and were frequently 8SSOCiated with weather system disturbances. The majority 

of the layers enmuntered were of the elevated varfety wtth b8se hefQhts rangtng from soo-700 

metres and thfclcnesses ranging over several tens of metres. layering entered prabnlnantly 

through V81"1atlons In the wet term proffle. By cmtrest, the cty component of refrm:tfvlty 

remafned closely linear unmr all but the most severe anHtfons. 

6.) Regional variations in surf a refrs:ttvtty of the order or 50 N units were found fn 

comparing hourly values between sites separated by a few hui'O'ed kilometres, and dfffer'81Km fn 

the ttme of occurrence, altttude, and thickness of retrs:tlvlty layers were f~tly enmuntered 

In comparing the same sites. As might be expected, the largest dfscrepencfes were found when 
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mmpartng mastal end offshore loc8t1ons, end arose principally 008 to water vepour oontent 

verl8t1ons. 

7.) The mmbtned effect of turbulera 800 layering tn the lower atmosphere ts most evt«Blt 

tn the ti'OpOSCIItter propagation zone. Short term ranging stabntty over trans-horizon dtstanoos of 

the order of 80 Km was found to vrsy from the 5-1 0 metre level mrlng more standll'd 

atmospheric coodlttons, to 20-30 metre level lklring periods of maximum turbulera end 

let,'8rlng. These periods were ff'8(JIIfltly associated wtth ~ In preyantng weather comtttons. 

COnversely, surfa dtffraton meesurements performed simultaneously over similar dtstanoos 

were virtually unaffected end were oonslstantly s:curate to within the 5 metre level. 

6.2) lmpltarUons for Fteld Operations. 

It 98BIIIS clear oo the tmls of the l!lbove dtscussloo that the trtmlttonal approiEh to mmantng 

tropospheric refrs:tivtty variations based upon the assumptions of a cpssl-stattc, horizontally 

homogeneous, end vertically ltnear refra:tlvlty lapse have ltmlted valtdtty when applied to trans

horizon UHF range meesurement. Earth rotation end weather lnOt~~naB mmblne to pr'Odta dally 

variations tn surfa refra:ttvtty of the order of several parts tn I OS, end oontrtbute to a 

strongly non-standlrd layer structure In the lower atmosphere which Is poorly correlated wtth 

surfa coodtttons. Dlffereures In lcx:el surfa meteoroiO!J( lntrtn.a spatial variations of the 

same order of m81Jlltooa over dlstanres of a few hurd"ed klkxnetres or less. As a result, a hlljl 

temporal end spatial sampling rate Is ltlcely to be required before these effects cen be significantly 

reduced. 

Possible alternetlves tnclooa the regular observation of surfa and upper air meteorolO!J( 

at representative locations within the survey areo, or the use of differential corrections based 

upon the oonttnoous mooltorlng of fixed baseltnes. The latter technique offers a potential threefold 

fKiventege In that It provides a direct Indication of lntE!fTated refrll:tlvtty along the transmission 

path, assists In mtermtnlng more precisely the level of meesurement Instability resulting from 

scattering effects end In relating these to lOC81 meteoroiO!J(, end offers the potential for real-time 
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d1fferenUal corrections. In either case, further stoot Is required to establish appropriate 

proceoores, and to QU8flttf'y the dei;J'ee of Improvement possible. 

The stab111ty of troposcatter ranging Is strongly Influenced by the dBfTee of turbulence and 

non-stand!lrd layering present in the lower atmosphere. Wht1e these effects can in general be 

1tnked to models of atmospheric stabt11ty, they cannot be reliably predicted on the basis of 

st8nd!lrd surfa meteoroii)Jical observations alone. Consequently, further r&niJt measurement 

studies offer the~ potential for determining the degree of ranging stabntty to be expected 

uror wrlous atmospheric cood1ttons, and to quantify c1tmattc and regional diffel'ences in 

perform80C8. 

In the absence of corrective measures tropospheric tnnuences would appear to 1tm1t the 

m:curii.Y of UHF ranging to approximately 1 00-200 ppm depending upon prevatling conditions. 

61ven careful consideration of refr~fvlty effects throt,ql detat1ed meteoroii)Jical or differential 

baseline observations ooupled with spa diversity or recursive fHtering techniques, this llmtt 

oould perhaps be redlad to 50-100 ppm. However, this latter estimate Is largely speculative at 

the present time given the Ia of a comprehensive d8t8 base. 

6.3) Recommend8tfons for Further R858BI'Ch. 

The analysts of tropospheric effects In UHF redio positioning presented herein can be 

extended end improved upon In several ~ 

1.) A more comprehensive stoot of surfs:e and upper air meteorological remnJs at 

various coestel locations th~t C8n8da should be uoorteken to better determine the nature 

end magnitude of refractivity wrlatlon In C8nedlen coest81 waters end the tnnuence of regtOI'l81 

variations In climate and topo~Taphy. SUch a stoot would be of direct benefit to aH users of rst1o 

positioning, result in improved ~rii.Y levels in a11 frequency bands, 800 be a natural extension 

to the existing Refractivity Atlas of C8n8da as compiled by Segal and BerrlnQton ( 1977). 

2.) Further stoot Is required to establish more 81)proprlate pnmilres for the correction 

of tropospheric effects In UHF redlo positioning throt,ql the use of meteoroi«JJIC81 observations or 
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d1fferent1e1 range measurement techniques. Minimum criteria for the spettel and temporal 

resolutkln of meteorological observetkln should be lnvestlgeted. 

3.) A more mtatled Investigation of the clw'derlsttcs of UHF trn-txrlzon ranging 

should be undertaken. Baseltne observations at various representative times of the year and over 

d1stancm of varying length and transmission path ~lstlcs are required to better determine 

the m8(1lltiD of short term phase lnst!bilities and the dB!J'8e to which ranging snJr&:.y can be 

improved throc.!rJl the application of spa diversity or recursive ftlterlt'Wil techniques. 

4.) The use of spectral antilysis as a diii'I'Qst1c tool In the stlllt( of tropospheric refrdlve 

lnmx variability should be Investigated. SUch en appros:tt would be perttcularly wen suited to the 

stlllt( of variations In the amplltiD, scale, and spectrum of troposcatter ranglfWillnst!bntty, end 

would assist In separating the lnter-releted Influences of weather end earth rotation In hourly 

surra refrdlvlty data 
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US STANDARD ATMOSPHERE: CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS 
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TABLEI.l 

US/ICAO Standard Atmosphere. 

Primary Constants* 

Lower Atmosphere: Sea Level to Tropopause. 

Parameter** 

Po Atmospheric Pressure 

Po Atmospheric Density 

To Atmospheric Temperature 

Qo Gravitational Acceleration 

R Gas Constant 

M Molecular Mass 

Ht Tropopause Hetght 

Tt Tropopause Temperature 

ct. Mean Temperature Lapse Rate 

'ilg Mean Gravitational Gradient 

*Source: Dubin et al. ( 1962). Minzner et al. ( 1977). 

**Subscript o denotes sea-level value. 

Value 

1 0 1.325 Kpa. 

1.2250 Kg/m3 

288. 15 OK ( 15 OC) 

980.665 661 ( ~=450) 

8.31432 J/OK-Mole 

28.9644 

11.100m 

216.7 °K ( -56.2 oc) 

0.0065 OC/m 

-0.3085 mGal/m 
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TABLE 1.2 

US/ ICAO Standard Atmosphere: Standard Profile Data*. 

Lower Atmosphere: Sea Level to Tropopause. 

H(m) T(°C) P(Kpa) p(Kgfm3) g(Oal) 

0 15.0 101.325 1.2250 980.66 

100 14.4 100.125 1.2133 980.63 

200 13.7 98.945 1.2017 980.60 

300 13.1 97.773 1.1901 980.57 

400 12.4 96.611 1.1786 980.54 

500 11.8 95.461 1.1673 980.51 

600 11. 1 94.322 1.1560 980.48 

700 10.5 93.194 1.1448 980.45 

800 9.8 92.078 1.1337 980.42 

900 9.1 90.971 1.1226 980.39 

1000 8.5 89.876 1. 1117 980.36 

2000 2.0 79.501 1.0066 980.05 

3000 -4.5 70.121 0.9093 979.74 

4000 -11.0 61.660 0.8194 979.43 

5000 -17.5 54.048 0.7364 979.12 

6000 -24.0 47.218 0.6601 978.82 

7000 -30.5 41.105 0.5900 978.51 

8000 -37.0 35.652 0.5258 978.20 

9000 -43.4 30.801 0.46 71 977.89 

10,000 -50.0 26.500 0.4135 977.59 

11,000 -56.2 22.700 0.3648 977.28 

*Source: Dubin et al. ( 1962). 
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APPENDIX II 

SUMMARY Of HOURLY VARIATIONS IN SURFACE REFRACTIVITY: 

SHELBURNE, HALIFAX AIRPORT, AND SABLE ISLAND, NOVA SCOTIA 

1982 
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TABLE II. 1 

Stat1st1ca1 Summary of Hourly Surfa Refra:t1v1ty V8riations 

Shelburne, Nova Scotia 

1982 

Month t:l§ml St.Dev Mtntmum Moxtmum 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar 313 8 288 331 43 

Apr 313 10 288 336 48 

May 321 9 294 346 52 

Jun 329 10 297 350 53 

Jul 339 13 302 368 66 

Aug 340 12 298 363 65 

Sep 338 10 308 362 54 

Oct 323 9 298 351 53 

Nov 323 12 301 356 55 

Dec 318 8 300 343 43 

Ann 



no 

TABLE 11.2 

Statistical Summary of Hourly Dry Refr!K:tivity Variations 

Shelburne, Nova Scotia 

1982 

Month Mean St.Dev Minimum Msxlmum Bmm. 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar 288 7 274 316 42 

Apr 282 5 271 294 23 

May 279 5 262 292 30 

Jun 275 5 262 284 22 

Jul 271 4 259 281 22 

Aug 273 4 262 286 24 

Sep 274 4 262 289 27 

Ckt 279 6 267 298 31 

Nov 283 7 269 302 33 

Dec 287 9 271 318 47 

Ann 
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TABLEII.3 

Statistical Summary of Hourly Wet Refrl'divity Variations 

Shelburne, Nova Srotta 

1982 

Month ~ St.Dev M1n1mum Maximum 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar 25 10 6 56 50 

Apr 31 11 13 57 44 

May 42 10 18 76 58 

Jun 54 12 26 66 60 

Jul 69 14 35 101 66 

Aug 67 13 27 96 71 

Sep 64 12 33 93 60 

Oct 44 12 15 64 69 

Nov 41 16 10 66 76 

Dec 31 15 6 70 64 

Ann 
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TABLE 11.4 

Statistical SUmmary of Hourly SUrfa RefrEK:tivity Variations 

Halifax Airport, Nova Scotia 

1982 

Month .tlm St.Dev Mtntmum Maxtmum Bmg_ 

Jan 307 5 294 321 27 

Feb 307 5 293 325 32 

Mar 307 8 287 327 40 

Apr 307 10 287 337 50 

May 315 11 287 341 54 

Jun 323 13 287 350 63 

Jul 334 16 290 371 81 

Aug 333 12 294 362 68 

Sep 332 II 304 355 51 

<k:t 317 8 295 343 48 

Nov 317 13 297 358 61 

Dec 313 8 298 338 40 

Ann 318 II 287 371 84 
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TABLE 11.5 

Statisticel Summary of Hourly Dry RefrfK:t1vity Variations 

Halifax Airport, Nova Scotia 

1982 

t1mth tlm ~ M1n1mum Mox1mum 

Jan 291 10 268 313 45 

Feb 290 8 273 307 34 

Mar 285 7 269 311 42 

Apr 278 5 265 290 25 

May 275 5 255 287 32 

Jun 270 5 260 282 22 

Jul 265 4 255 274 19 

Aug 268 4 257 281 24 

Sep 270 4 259 282 23 

Oct 276 5 262 290 28 

Nov 280 8 263 299 36 

Dec 285 9 267 309 42 

Ann 278 9 255 313 58 
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TA6LEI1.6 

Statistical Summary of Hourly Wet Refrs:tivity Veriations 

Halifax Airport, Nova Scotia 

1982 

Month Mean St.Dev M1n1mum Max1mum ~ 

Jan 17 10 3 52 49 

Feb 18 10 6 50 44 

Mer 22 II 5 58 53 

Apr 28 12 8 65 57 

May 40 12 15 75 60 

Jun 53 15 17 85 68 

Jul 69 17 28 109 81 

Aug 66 14 26 99 73 

Sep 62 13 35 90 55 

Oct 41 12 15 79 64 

Nov 38 19 12 92 80 

Dec 28 15 6 68 62 

Ann 40 19 3 109 106 
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TA6LE 11.7 

Statistical Summary of Hourly Surface Refractivity Variations 

Sable Island, Nova Scotts 

1982 

tlml1h St.Dev Mtntmum Maxtmum Bmm. 

Jan 313 5 296 326 36 

Feb 315 5 302 331 29 

Mar 316 5 302 334 32 

Apr 317 7 301 334 33 

May 323 5 308 336 28 

Jun 330 5 317 343 26 

Jul 343 9 323 363 40 

Aug 348 10 312 370 58 

Sep 349 12 314 369 55 

(kt 329 10 309 362 53 

Nov 326 11 306 351 45 

Dec 320 8 306 343 37 

Ann 327 13 301 370 69 
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TABLE 11.8 

Statistical Summary of Dry Refr~ivity Variations 

Sable Island, Nova Scotia 

1982 

Month Mean St.Dev Minimum Maximum Bmg_ 

Jan 288 7 266 301 35 

Feb 290 6 276 303 27 

Mar 289 5 278 304 26 

Apr 284 3 274 292 18 

May 282 3 274 291 17 

Jun 279 3 266 287 21 

Jul 274 3 267 280 13 

Aug 272 3 265 282 17 

Sep 273 3 266 280 14 

~ 277 4 266 291 25 

Nov 281 5 270 296 26 

Dec 285 6 272 300 28 

Ann 281 6 265 304 39 
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TA6LEII.9 

Statistical Summary of Hourly Wet Refrtd.ivily Variations 

Sable Island, Nova Scotia 

1982 

.t1mlttl. ~ Mtntmum Moxtmum 

Jan 26 10 8 53 45 

Feb 25 9 1 49 42 

Mar 27 9 8 54 46 

Apr 33 8 16 54 38 

May 41 1 23 61 38 

Jun 51 7 36 72 36 

Jul 70 10 48 94 46 

Aug 76 12 40 101 61 

Sep 76 14 38 101 63 

Oct 52 13 29 94 65 

Nov 44 15 14 76 62 

Dec 34 13 10 67 57 

Ann 46 19 7 101 94 
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TABLE II. 10 

Regional Surf~ Refractivity Correlations end Maximum Hourly Differences 

Shelburne, Halifax Airport, and Sable Island, Nova Scotia 

1982 

First mlumn 1nd1cates the value of the mrrelat1on coetftc1ent for the month. 
Second mlumn indicates the maximum monthly difference in hourly values. 

Month Shei-Hfax Shei-Sable Hfax-Sable 
( 190 Km) ( 435 Km) (305 Km) 

Jan 0.50121 

Feb 0.69123 

Mar 0.89120 0.71120 0.70129 

Apr 0.85127 0.70131 0.75132 

May 0.71131 0.58128 0.62131 

Jun 0.78110 0.57132 0.53137 

Jul 0.81110 0.72136 0.76113 

Aug 0.83131 0.11158 0.59161 

Sep 0.80130 0.66139 0.70111 

Oct 0.78128 0.61131 0.64136 

Nov 0.93122 0.80127 0.81135 

Dec 0.90117 0.62123 0.69129 
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TA8LE II. 11 

Regional Dry Refractivity Correlations and Maximum Hourly Differences 

Shelburne, Halifax Airport, and Sable Island, Nova Scotta 

1982 

First column indicates the value of the correlation coefficient for the month. 
Second column indicates the maximum monthly difference in hourly values. 

t1m!tl Shel-Hfax Shel-Soble Hfax-Soble 
( 190 Km) ( 435 Km) (305 Km) 

Jan 0.87116 

Feb 0.91 113 

Mar 0.95110 0.82113 0.85112 

Apr 0.88111 0.54113 0.55118 

May 0.82115 0.66116 0.56124 

Jun 0.87113 0.83114 0.74120 

Jul 0.87113 0.59114 0.61118 

Aug 0.89111 0.731 9 0.78112 

Sep 0.82113 0.74112 0.72112 

Oct 0.91 I 11 0.76112 0.81110 

Nov 0.96112 0.82113 0.88111 

Dec 0.96111 0.72122 0.83117 
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TABLE 11.12 

Regional Wet Refractivity Correlations and Maximum Hourly Differences 

Shelburne, Halifax Airport, and Sable Island, Nova Scotia 

1982 

Ftrst column 1nd1C8tes the value of the correlatton coeff1c1ent for the month. 
Second column indicates the maximum monthly difference in hourly values. 

Month Shel-Hfax Shel-S8ble Hfax-S8ble 
( 190 Km} ( 435 Km} (305 Km) 

Jan 0.86127 

Feb 0.92124 

Mar 0.93125 0.81 119 0.86120 

Apr 0.90120 0.71125 0.77126 

May 0.84122 0.67127 0.70125 

Jun 0.84132 0.73130 0.68132 

Jul 0.84132 0.74130 0.77132 

Aug 0.85128 0.54158 0.65158 

Sep 0.82125 0.72142 0.74142 

CX:t 0.86122 0.72132 0.79131 

Nov 0.95124 0.84137 0.89138 

Dec 0.95117 0.72132 0.82133 
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APPENDIX Ill 

SUt1t1ARY OF HOURLY VARIATIONS IN THE REFRACTIVITY GRADIENT: 

SHELBURNE AND SABLE ISLAND, NOVA SCOTIA 

1982 
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TABLE Ill. I 

Statistical Summary of Variations in the Mean Refr~tivity Lapse to I Km. 
Shelburne, Nova Scotia 

1982 

This table summarizes the range of dally var1at1on 1n the mean grll11ent of refr~t1v1ty ootermlned 
by linear least squares fit to twice daily rtKti~ soundings. 

Month Ascents tlm St.Dev. M1n1mum Max1mum ~ 

Jan 43 41.1 7.2 29.6 60.8 31.2 

Feb 44 37.3 6.9 22.5 54.6 32.1 

Mar 54 39.6 8.6 19.9 72.1 52.2 

Apr 53 40.7 10.9 15.8 70.1 54.3 

May 59 42.0 14.0 21.7 90.9 69.2 

Jun 59 42.7 12.6 10.9 64.9 54.0 

Jul 61 49.2 15.0 21.4 120.6 99.2 

Aug 61 51.3 14.1 27.3 95.0 67.7 

Sep 58 52.5 17.6 21.2 109.3 88.1 

Oct 58 49.6 12.0 30.6 78.2 47.6 

Nov 60 41.7 8.3 24.7 63.7 39.0 

Dec 59 38.4 II. 7 21.5 71.1 49.6 

Annual 43.8 5.3 10.9 120.6 109.7 
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TABLE 111.2 

Statistical summary of variations in the mean refractivity lapse to 1 Km. 
S8ble Island, Nova Scotia 

1982 

This table summarizes the range of d8tly variation In the mean grl'Kilent of refrtdlvlty determined 
by linear least squares fit to twice daily radiosonde soundings. 

t1Qn!h AscentS !:1m ~ Minimum Maximum Ba!m. 

Jan 49 37.2 6.1 28.2 57.4 29.2 

Feb 44 36.6 8.4 25.8 67.3 41.5 

Mar 53 36.6 8.5 10.5 55.0 44.5 

Apr 54 42.7 8.6 24.1 63.1 39.0 

May 61 40.1 lOA 20.9 68.0 47.1 

Jun 59 51.8 21.7 12.1 104.4 92.3 

Jul 62 54.2 11.6 19.8 87.1 67.3 

Aug 61 54.7 12.6 30.9 84.6 53.7 

Sep 60 53.1 14.3 25.8 93.4 67.6 

Oct 62 47.7 13.1 26.2 82.1 55.9 

Nov 58 42.1 11.0 26.1 72.6 46.5 

Dec 60 38.4 9.4 23.6 66.8 43.2 

Annual 44.6 7.3 10.5 104.4 93.9 
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TABLE 111.3 

Occurance of Extreme Refrdivtty GrEKiients 
Shelburne, Nova Scotia 

1982 

Th1s table 11sts the number of tw1ce d811y roo1osonde ascents~ month conta1n1ng surface or 
elevated layers within the first kilometre of the troposphere whose grooients exceed the limits 
1nd1cated. 

tlQn1h Ascents -100 N/Km -ISO N/Km -200 N/Km SurfQ Elevated 

Jan 43 5 4 0 5 

Feb 44 8 2 3 5 

Mar 54 14 6 3 13 

Apr 53 14 5 3 4 10 

May 59 21 II 6 8 13 

Jun 59 29 15 9 6 23 

Jul 61 28 II 6 7 21 

Aug 61 29 21 10 12 17 

Sep 58 28 19 12 II 17 

<kt 58 25 12 8 7 18 

Nov 60 26 13 7 4 22 

Doc 59 14 7 2 3 II 

Annual 669 241 126 68 67 174 
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TABLE 111.4 

()(nJrana! of Extreme Refr~ivity OrEiflents 
Sable Island, Nova Scotia 

1982 

This table lists the number of twla! dally rEifl()S()I'Q 8SC81'lts IB:h month containing surfo or 
elevsted layers within the first kilometre of the troposphere whose gradients exceed the limits 
Indicated. 

tlml1h Ascents -100 N/Km -150 N/Km -200N/Km Surface Eleysted 

Jan 49 14 7 3 11 

Feb 44 12 4 0 12 

Mar 53 9 3 0 9 

Apr 54 13 4 5 8 

May 61 21 8 5 2 19 

Jun 59 31 20 16 3 28 

Jul 62 40 23 11 18 22 

Aug 61 32 12 7 12 20 

Sep 60 29 17 8 13 16 

Oct 62 22 14 6 3 19 

Nov 58 24 14 6 5 19 

Dec 60 13 7 0 12 

Annual 683 260 133 63 61 199 
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TABLE 111.5 

Median Base Height and Thickness of Extreme Gra:llents 
Shelburne, Nova Scotia 

1982 

First rfNI indicates the mean base height and thickness of surfa and elevated extreme gra:lient 
layers OOduced from twice dally ra:llosoncE soundings over the month. Scnlnd rfNI Is the standard 
deviation associated with these mean values. 

Month ~yrfa L~rs Elevated Layers 

Thickness ( m) Bose Helaht < m ) Thickness < m) 

Jan 712 75 
182 40 

Feb 73 652 86 
29 290 35 

Mar 647 105 
268 39 

Apr 83 516 108 
15 302 24 

May 141 540 145 
89 217 86 

Jun 136 608 127 
87 284 48 

Jul 96 424 152 
38 222 59 

Aug 103 500 149 
39 295 90 

Sep 136 607 167 
71 216 70 

oct 166 520 148 
156 202 53 

Nov 97 722 122 
32 291 75 

Dec 106 685 98 
33 219 26 
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TABLE 111.6 

Median Base Height and Thickness of Extreme Gradients 
Sable Island, Nova Scotia 

1982 

ftrst row indicates the mean base height and thickness of surfa:e and elevated extreme grlllient 
layers deduced from twice daily radiosonde soundings over the month. Second row is the standard 
deviation associated with these mean values . 

.t\Qn1l1 Surfp Layers Elevated Lavers 

Thickness ( m > Base Heiaht < m > Thickness ( m) 

Jan 54 701 103 
4 150 34 

Feb 636 124 
265 59 

Mar 622 110 
298 52 

Apr 116 485 123 
82 252 60 

May 123 678 113 
86 205 65 

Jun 161 570 165 
68 194 93 

Jut 149 593 235 
73 228 182 

Aug 151 612 170 
71 284 82 

Sep 190 580 172 
77 223 91 

(kt 113 563 143 
67 259 77 

164 686 109 
97 250 50 

Dec 746 118 
341 51 
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APPENDIX IV 

SUMMARY OF SYLEDIS RAN81N8 DATA 

MAHONE BAY I NOVA SCOTIA 

JANUARY1983 
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TABLE IV.1 

Summary of Syledis Network Station Locations and Baseline Distances 

Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia 

January, 1983 

North Lat. West Long. Alt.' Oelm. d1st.2 Rlm1o Hor1z. LOS Ratto 
(D.MS) (D.MS) (m) (m) (m) 

Prospect 44.28259 63.47380 40 

Ovens 44.19093 64.15255 25 40708 46544 0.9 

Springfield 44.37421 64.51068 215 85806 86258 1.0 

Mersay 44.00294 64.41206 45 88265 53565 1.7 

West. Head 43.59219 64.39446 25 87819 46544 1.9 

1) Approx1mate, 1nclures 15m tower. 

2) Dr= 4.11 [ ./hr+./hR] (eqn 2.60) 
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